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'
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TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

LACTOPEPTINE
Wt take j '..v ttu attention of tht Profession to LACTOPEPTINE. After a long series of careju

rjt-trtrri'-r.t! wt are abV •.
product nents in an absolutely purt state, thus r< moving all unpleasant

otwr and Uute (also sUghtly changing Vu color). W* cat tily claim that its digestive properties arelargdy
tnerte < "I •in asuert, with ation, thai it is as perfect a digestm as can be produced.

mt remedx er presented in tJu Professionfor Indigestion, Dyspepsia^
Cholera Infantum, Constipation, arid all diseases arising from imperfect nutrition. It

. Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg.Ptyalm, Lactic and Hydro-
chlcr - -

. h& igar 0/ M
FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE.

Sugar of Milk 40 oun< P increatine > ounces,
j

Lactic Acid 5 tl. drachms.
» ounces.

| Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase.. 4 drachms. I Hydrochloric Acid 5 fi. drashms.
TOI'F.I'TIN I. Dtirely by Physicians

1

Prescriptions, and its almost universal adoption by physicians is
an give 1 hut its therapeutic value has been most thoroughly established.

Tti. -in-/. ;••.-./,.. ./. having tested 1 U TOPBPTHfX, recommend it to tin- profession:
W.FKKD I. LOOMIS, M. D.

Uhology and Practic ofMi
fit

'

rk.

I, 1! I'Kl:< V, M. I).

Prqft**or M': Fork Medical ''

F. LB ROY SA'ITKIM KK. M. I)., Ph. D

p

N MBIGS, M. I>..
F'l.ilHd-lphin. Pa.

Prof of tl i i/.d. Juris., Jeff. Med.
. : phtj. to /'"-. //

W W. DAWSON, M D . dm inn a)

Pro.'. : i Cot. Of Ohio
.: 9

ALFHED F. A. KING
;
M. D.. Washington, D. C.

Prof, of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.
I). W. YANDELL, M. D.

Prof. Ofthi and Art of Sura, and Clinical Surg.,
itversity of Louisville, Ky.
L. P. YANDELL, M. D.

or Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatol-
ogy, I 'n't it 1 sity of Louisville, Ky.
I« >HT. BATTEY, M. D., Rome, Ga.

Emeritus Pi of. of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-
I'tt.-. Med. Association of Ga.

CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M. D., LL. D., Mobile, Ala.

II. I . B \ KTLETT, Ph. D., F. C. 8., London, Eng.

•-

THE NEW FORK PHA RMACAL ASSOCIATION,
Nob. 10 & 12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL REVIEW when corresponding witb Advertisers.
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The only pre'paratipn which conjbines t he entire

luble properties of the lean of beef, with the

extract essence, Boluble salt- of bhfe Llebig,

and other processes of manufacture, and there-

the most nutritious. Strictly non-nu-dicatiM,

keeping with the dan open, without taints ami

within the reach of all. Tonic, nutritive and

FLUID BEEF stimulant.

BARON LIEBIG, in the Lancet of Nov. 11th, 1865, says:—
" Were it possible to furnish the market, at a reasonable price, with a preparation of Meat, com-

bining in itself tiif albuminous tOgetheT with the extractive principles, such a preparation would have

preferred to the
' Ex tract urn Carnis,' for it would contain ALL the nutritive constituents of

lf< al Again:—" I have before stated that in preparing ttie Extract of Meat the Albuminous princi-

ples r< ma ; in the residue: they are lost to nutrition; and this is certainly a great disadvantage."

By WM. HARKNESS, F.C.S., U Analytical Chemist to the British Government.
"
Laboratory, Somerset House, London, England.

"
I have made a very careful chemical analysis and microscopical examination of Johnson's Fluid

Beef, and find it to contain in every 100 parts:
Moitture 26 14

Albumen acd Gelatine 21.81
(_ Nitropenous or

nbriu in a readily soluble form. 37.46 ("Flesh forming food.
Ash or Mineral Matter 14.57—100.00.

" The mineral matter is rich in phosphates. The microscopical examination shows the Fluid Beef
to contain good, sound beef, ground to a very fine powder. There is not the slightest trace of fungus,
spores, or any organism which would tend to produce decomposition. I consider this a most valuable

preparation, combining, as it does, a concentrated extract of beef with the solid beef itself— the latter

being in a form easily digested.''

ROBERT SHOEMAKER & Co., PMIalelpMa, Pa„ Agents for United States.

Retail price, 35c
,
60) $1 .00, and $1.75. For sale by Druggists everywhere.

S. S. BLISS,
79 RaEdoiDli St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

Surgical Instruments.

COMPLETE STOCK.

Send for Price List.

Trusses, Crutches

BRACES
— : OR—

Ni: BOW-LE

WEAK ANKLES, &c.,

Made to Order.

Batteries and Instrnmeits

REPAIRED.
™~

Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL REVIEW when corresponding with Advertisers.
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METRIC EQ
LINK A B UA8URBS.
0.001 motor, equate 0.03937 inch.

UIVALENTS.
WEIGHTS.

0.010

0.100

1.

motor*,

Millimeter,

Centimeter,

Dcci:

Kim,
Decameter, '.D.

neter, 1J0.

Kilometer, 1000.

One English inch Is equal to i'>. I millin
'

piece
measures twoci-nti'ueiera

jm tivo grams. The meter origi-

nally stated as being equal to a forty-millionth of a

I

0.39370 -

3.93707 inches.

mm ••

10 yds. 83.W: in.

109 " 13.0790 •'

1093.633 yards.

The

n — >,,, ^ ^w» '!— *«— • 1'U V. ..

HonaJ circle of the earth was suhsi-qiiently found
ort of this one four-thounandtl). hut this dis-

v iii no way affects either the usefulness or the

accuracy of the '-jetric system.

Milligram,
I i-ntigram

:ram.

Gram,

Decagram,

Hectogram, 100.

Kilogram, 1000.

0.001 gram, equals 0.015 grain

0.010 •

0.100 "

1.

10. grams

0.154
•

1.543 grains.

15.432
'•

2 dr. 34.323 grains.

3 oz. 1 dr. 43.234 gr.

32 "
1

"
12.348

-

The weight of a gram is equal to that of a cubic
centimeter of distilled water at 4° C. (39.2° F.)

Gram.

.001 equals .015 grain.

.065
'•

1.

1
" l.dr. 1.73gr.

32. " l.oz. 13.83 gr.

Cubic centimeter.

.001 equals .015 minim.

.065
•'

1.

1.
"

l.dr. 1.78m.
32.

"
l.oz. 13.83 m

5
u
-3

c rV

a
M
a
m
9

.
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EI. S^IRGKEIfcTT &c Co.
No. 125 State Street, Chicago,

2vi.a.:h:e:r.s of
' U

m DEFORMITY UFU11

IS

TRUSSES

DEALERS IN EVERY AKTICLE USED BY

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
ONLY WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

Most approved GALVANIC BATTERIES, ELEC-

TRODES, FARADIC MACHINES, and all

Electro-Medical Apparatus of the

GALVANO-FARADIC
Manfg. Co., New York,

SE3NTID EOIR. CATALOGUE.

NESTLE'S MILK FOOD.
ITS PREPARATION AND VALUE FOR INFANTS-

Preparation.— F ran infant under three months, mix one tablespoonful of the Food with ten

(.t'h >i or cold water. II >ld over the gas, lamp. 0) with constant stirring, until it has boiled

two or three minutes. Cool to about blood heat, and give in feeding bottle. For a child three to

ten months old, mix in proportion of tight of w iter to one of Food. For a pap, in proportion of

I water to one of Food.
Value.—Containing only milk, Wheaten Bread Crust and Sugar, this food supplies all the ele-

ments necessary for complete alimentation, in the most easily assimilable form; the Milk furnishes

. Albumen, Hydrates of Carbon an ! Sugar of Milk, while the Wheaten Bread Crust supplies

Nitrogen, and is especially rich in Saline Matter, particularly in potash salts, mainly in the form of

phosphates, and Carbon is obtained from the Can< E It makes pure blood, firm flesh, hard
muscle and tough bone. It is a sure preventive of Summer Complaints, and by its use the bowels
can be kept in just the state desired. It is retained on the Btomach, often when everything else is

rejected. The simplicity of its preparation and the uniformity obtainable are two points the value

ot which cannot be overestimated. W5
Particular Attention.—We do not claim that this food will agree with all children.

We do not think that any artificial food will ever Vie made which will do thK as nature sometimes

fails, a mother's milk not agreeing with her own child. We only claim, what has been proved by its

use for 15 year.- past, that it will agree with a larger proportion of children than any other artificial

food.

A pamphlet, by Prof H. Lebert, giving fuller particulars of the food, sent to any address on appli-

cation to

Thomas Leeming & Co., Sole Ascents,

18 College Place New York Citv.
For a peferctly pure CONDENSED MILK, free from starch of any kind, try Nestle's.
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SURGICAL INSTRU

Largest Surgical Instrument House in the West,
ESTABLISHJBD fH44

dh s ivj:ITH
Manufacturers, Import >rs and Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

ENTS,
Apparatus for Deformities

Galvanic Batteries,
Elastic Stocking's,

Trusses, Abdominal Suppor-
ters, Hypodermic Syring-

es, Fever Thermom-
eters.

SURGEONS'
AND

INVALIDS'

INSTRUMENTS
AND

Batteries Repaired.

Price List Sent on Appliea
tion.

IOO Randolph St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

The American Journal of tooloiy and Psychiatry.

EDITOR,

D.R. T. J±. McBRIDE.

ASSOCIATE (EDITORS:

DR. L. C. GRAY, |

DR. E. C. SPITZKA.

'I bis Journal is intended to serve as a medium of information on neuropathology for

the general practitioner of medicine, as well as the neurological specialist. Every effort

will be made to render its pages available lo the non -specialist in the field indicated in

the title. Partii tention will be given to that important topic, the nervous ele-
•

in ordinary and

It will be issued quarterly, in February, May. August, and November.

Price, $5.00 per annum, postage prepaid .

Ren it in P. 0. Money Order, or by Check in current funds, to B. WESTERMANN & CO.,

838 Broadway, New York, where all business communications must be sent.

Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL REVIEW when corresponding with Advertisers.
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RUSH MEDICAL COLLEGE,
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS.

For Annual Spring Course, or Post Graduate Announce-
ment, address the Secretary,

JAMES H ETHERIDGE.
1624 Mi- iii'i.v.v Avhs

DR. HATHAWAY S ^!*>4 -ecurod by letl

Mi) J- :.T.nieut apparatus for the trans-
... u •

rii
• W^r*" trical iiirn-n- through all parts of the huinau \<ody. and in

Ll<
>

CtrO-J;iirDftlf i hll T. J^^ different directions. It consists of a chair (or a bed, lounge or a water bath
ma;, prorided wltb a suitable battery, wires and a - aeani
ol which - of electricity d through tl

•

pa-
Dg therein, such currents being under the absolute control of

. -end them at will, first in one direction, and then
In another

The special application of this powerful remedial agent to any par-
ticular portions oi the perron has, thus Ear, been attended with great in-

convenici. B far as known to me, it has never been done without the
al of the patient's clothing, and the passsicg of the current by means

or like substance over the surface of the body.
In using mv apparatus, it is only : -

that the hands andYeet
should be bared. The patient sits comfortably in a chair, and when uie
Bwitcl U I iii a proper position, the current is made to enter the

right foot, pass up the right leg, cross through the pelvis into the left leg
and down out of the body by the left foot. If now the switches be changed
the positive current enters "the left foot, makes the circuit, and goes out of
the right In this way I am enabled to pass the electricity through the

pelvic i

• >rr : in- of the body, which heretofore it has been almost impossi-
ble to reach. In a similar manner, the proper connections being made,
the currents will enter the body by either hand, pass up the arm, cross
thorax to the other arm, and leave by the opposite hand. The switches may

also be placed so that the electricity will enter both hai the entire system, and out br both feet
The management of this apparatus is easily learned, and as the changes are made at intervals of five minutes, one

attendant can without difficulty, attend to lour chair- -ametime. For full instructions and price, addr

DR. R. W. HATHAWAY. I 37 E. Madison St., Room 3, Chicago, III.

NON-HUMANIZED VACCINE VIRUS.

Perfectly Fresh and Reliable.

From the famous "
Beaugency Stock," will be furnished at following prices:

9 Large Ivory Point-, No. 2 -

9
••' "

" "
N<>. 1 $1

$1.78
1

- No. 1 |2 50

All our Points are sealed, so as to expose only ti. . time, and are charged on les.

Order by N remit uinount.

All Our Virus is Warranted.
In case of total failure in Primary Vaccination, notify us within fifteen . tnd we will

duplicate packag Ireaa—

NORTHWESTERN VACCINE CO.,

FOND DU LAC, WIS.

Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL EEVIEW when corresponding with Adyertisers.
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Fellows' Hypo-Phos-Phites
Contains THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS to the Animal Organization—Potash and

Lime;

The OXIDIZING AGENTS—Iron and Manganese;

The TONICS—Quinine and Strychnine;

And the VITALIZING CONSTITUENT—Phosphorus,
Combined in the form of a Syrup, with slight alkaline reaction.

IT DIFFERS IN EFFECT FROM ALL OTHERS, being pleasant to taste,

acceptable to the stomach, and harmless under prolonged use.

IT HAS SUSTAINED A HIGH REPUTATION in America and England
for efficiency in the treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis, Chronic Bronchitis, and
other affections of the respiratory organs, and is employed also in various nervous and

debilitating diseases with success.

ITS CURATIVE PROPERTIES are largely attributable to Stimulant, Tonic,
and Nutritive qualities, whereby the various organic functions are recruited.

IN CASES where enervating constitutional treatment is applied, and tonic treat-

ment is desirable, this preparation will be found to act with safety and satisfaction.

ITS ACTION IS PROMPT, stimulating the appetite, and the digestion; it pro-
motes assimilation, and enters directly into the circulation with the food products.

THE PR USCHIRED DOSE produces a feeling of buoyancy, removing de-

pression or melancholy, and hence is of great value in the treatment of mental and
nervous affections.

From its exerting a double tonic effect and influencing a healthy flow of the secre-

tions, its use is indicated in a wide range of diseases.

EACH BOTTLE OF"

FELLOWS' HYPOPHOSPHITES
Contains 128 doses.

Prepared by JAMES I. FELLOWS, Chemist.

48 VESEYST., NEW YORK.
Circulars and Sample* went to Physicians on application.

Special to Phy8icianSi
—ONE large bottle containing 15 oz. (which usually sells

for $1.50) will he sent upon the receipt of fifty cents with the application, this

will be applied to the prepayment of Kxpressage, and will afford an opportunity for

a thorough test in Ohrontc cases of Debility and Nervousness. Express Charges
prepaid upon all samples. For Bale !>y all Druggists.

Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL REVIEW when corresponding with Advertisers.
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TO PHYSICIAlSrS-

BR OMI DIA.
re Brom 1' >'

II and" purifiedFORMULA— Kvrry fluid drachm contains 15 grs. i.\ it I pu
Chloral, nml % gr. each "i gen. imp. eit. Cnnnaln.-Iud :unl HjOSCyaiD

DUSK.—One-half to one fluid dr<irhm In waikh or ITKUF every hour until sleep :- produced.
Bkomidia is tkt Hypnotic par tsetttenet [tprodaoss refraining sleep, and le noudinglM valuv

able in Sleeplessness, Nerroasness, Neuralgia, Headache, Oonralsions, Coll and will tellers
token apiatet fail. Unlib- preparations of opium, A (/dm not toe* up the tecrtti>nt. la Hie Kestluw-
ness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

J. K. BAUDOT, M.D. I.I. D . Bt Louis Ho.
(Pn

'

ital Diseiwes, MK>viiiri Medical College.)
L. CH. BolSLINIEKE, M.D , I.I.D., St. Louis, Mo

(Prof, of obstetrics ana Diseases of Women Si Louis Medical College.)W B. BAZARD, M 1>
,
St. Louis, Ho

(Prof. Principles and Practti e of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College of Physicians and Swveona.
J. 8. JEWELL, A.M , M.D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed Journal Mental and Vtvous Diseases, and Pror. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Chicago Medical College.
H. M. LYMAN, A M„ M.D.; Chicago, 111

Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Rush Medical College.)
D. R. BROWER, M.D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Chicago MedlcalJournal and Kxamine r, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Dl.se.ises, etc., Woman's Medical
college.

I. N. DANFORTH, M. D„ Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman's Medical College; President and Lecturer on Pathol-
ogy Spring Faculty, Rush Medical College.)

D. BRAMBLE, MI), ClnelnnatLOhlO.
(Dean Prof. Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cincinnati College of Medicine and

Surgery,)
WM. CLHNDRNIN, MI)., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)
J. B. MARVIN, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Prof. Chemistry, etc and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital college of Medicine.)
W. R FLETCHER. M.D., Indianapolis, Indiana

(Prof. Physiology. Hygiene and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)
W. J. SCOTT. MI)., Cleveland, Ohio.

(Prof. Principles and Practice of Medicine, Medical Department Wooater University.
H. H. POWELL, M.D., Cleveland, Ohio.

(Prof, of Obstetrics and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

IOBIA .
FORMULA.—Iodia Is a combination of Active Principles obtained from the Green Roots or Sttllinoia, Hixoxia,

SAXirRAOA, Menlspermum, and Aromatic*. Each fluid drachm also contains /lit grains Iod-Potas. and throe grain
Puob-Iron.

DOSE. — One or ivrojtuid drachms (or lees as indicated) thret times a day, before meals.

Iodia is the Idtal Alterative. It has been Lakoelt Pkkscbibkd in Syphilitic, Scorfulons. Cutaneous, and Female
Diseases, and has an Established Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced in the Profession.

W. H. BYFORD, AM.. M.D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Gynaecology, Rush Medical College; President, and Prof. Obstetrics, Woman's Hospital Medical
Colli

R. M. KIN'.. A M.. M I) . Bl Lonla, Mo.

(Pr«>f Phvidology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physicians and Snrgcona.)
A S. BA! -' Louis

'

(Pr,,f i ind Diseases of Women, 8L Louts Collets of Physicians and Surgeona.)
C. D. 1'ALMER. M I> ,

< Inclnnatl, Oh
- of Women and Oynajcolo/y, Medical College of Ohio.)

J. A. LARBABEE, M.D.. Louisville, Kj
(Prof Materia Medlca and Therpaeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hoaplta'. CoLege of

Hi

M. F. COOMES, M.D., Lootaville. Kv.
i Prof. Physiology » ,Jlt Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicli

D OVERLY I RIS1 . M. D Ind
Ili-rapeutica, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.

N \V. WEBBER, M. D., Detroil M
,|- I and Surcl i I liseases of Women and Clinical Oyncecolo^y. Detroit Medical College.)

JOHN \ Hi I ORKLE, M. I) . Brooklyn, N. Y.

(Pr.f. Materia Medics and Thera Long Island College Hospital.)
J M. B1QELOW, M. I) . Louisville, K

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Albany Medical College.)
J. L. WHITE, M. D.. Bloomlngton, 111.

(Ex-President Illinois Sate Medical Society.)

BATTLE cfc CO.,
CHEMISTS,

116 OLIVE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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MALTOPEPSINE.
TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION-

The experience we have had ofmany years as manufacturing pharmacists has brought us more or

less in regular contact with the medical profession and its wants, and has afforded us advantages for

experiment, study and practical development, which have engaged our attention in perfecting new
and more efficacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure of

diseases, and we trust the medical profession will feel assured that in no instance shall we solicit

their attention, except we have some production worthy of their highest consideration and confidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation,
Jlaltopepwine, which we regard a very important remedial agent for indi-

gestion, constipation, dyspepsia, vomiting in pregnancy, nervousness,
losx of appetite, all forms of gastric derangement, atonic diarrhoea, and
indigestive diarrhoea of children. This valuable remedy contains the
digestive and nutritive properties of the grain unimpaired, combined
with the active agents of digestion, viz: Diastase, pepsine, lactic acid,

hydrochloric acid, with a small addition of phosphoric acid, powdered
nrwein, and the bromide and chloride of aluminium and sugar of milk.

TESTinyLoasri^Ls.
R. K. Clark, M.D., Georgia, Vt.

Gentlemen:—A medical friend gave me a small sample
tottle of yonr Maltopepeine, which I took with apparent
decided beneflt. I did not vomit during the week I had
the medicine to take, nor have I been troubled up to this

time, and as I do not wish to be without so valuable a

medicine, I enclose two dollars with the request to have

yon send me by return mail the value of the money sent.

I am very confident it will entirely cure me, as the small
amount used acted so favorably. I would like also to use
it in my practice, as it will certainly prove beneficial in

i,l cases of dyspepsia.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Dec. 11, 1879.

M<»srs. Tii.dkx «fc Co.:—Having suffered for some
months past from gastric derangement and most diet r -~-

eing dyspeptic symptoms, 1 was instructed by my physi-
rian a week or two ago, to makea trial of your new prepar-

. Maltopepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more relief than any other remedy I have ever tried. The
disagreeable nausea and vomiting after eating have alto-

gether disappeared, my appetite is better than for a long
-the sick headaches that caused me so much annoy-
hav^ ceas><! to trouble me, and my general health

- fully re-established. These good results are due
i Ma "[ ep9ine, and I feel it an act of justice to

i"d a duty to others who may be suffering from like
-tute the facts of the case.

ra re-pcctfully, J. H. JOHNSTON.

C. A. Mosiier. Druggist, West Troy, N. Y.

in.den A * o. :—You certainly have got a won-
pn-paration In your Maltopepalne. I gave the sam-

. 'very one of them speiik in its
- tod "ny it is fur sup< rloT to any similar

preparation.
One doc' I when Lactopeptine had failed him,

o bis surprise was just the thing.

B M WrtSOH, M. D., N. V., Nov. 10, 1879.

tlemen:—I consider vonr Maltopepsine the most
valuable remedy ever known for dyspepsia and all forms
of gastric derangement.

Indianola, Iowa, Jan. 21, 1SS0.

Tilden& Co:—Have need your Maltopepsine in a case
of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy, when everything hud
failed. The result was very gratifying

—so much so, that I

wish you to send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express
at once.

Yours truly, E. L. BAKER, M.D,

E. M. Bibber, M.D., Bath, Me., says :—
" Have been using your Maltopepsine freely and 'with

the most perfect satisfaction, preferring it to any similar

preparation known.''

A. T. Fuller, M.D., Bath, Me.

Repoitsthat so far as he had used our Maltopepsine, he
has found it far superior to any other preparation he has
ever used.

X. T. Bates, M.D., New Lebanon, N. "S., Feb. 5, 18S0.

Messrs. Tilden & Co:—Of late I have been using your
new preparation, the Maltopepsine, and am so highly
pleased with its action that I am induced to give you the
results of my experience with it. Almost invariably this

remedy has given me salifcfaction, and in several cases of

dyspepsia ana irritable stomach, when the several prepar-
ations of Pepsin and Bismuth and kindred agents have
failed, the nse of Maltopepsine has been a complete suc-
cess. I regard it particularly useful in debility of the
stomach following acute or chronic gastritis, and that at-

tendant upon convalescence from all exhausting diseases.
In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior remedy. It will

be found highly useful in the diarrhoea of children, which
is Generally dependent upon imperfect digesiion.
The aluminium which you have incorporated into it is a

happy idea. I heurtily recommend it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M.D., Bath, Me.

'~hest terms of our Maltopepsine a
[links the latter the strongest te has

:. M. Fuller, M.D., Bath, Me.

Speaks in the highest terms of our Maltopepsine also ol

our Saccharated—thinks the latter the stronges
ever used.

Formula of Maltopepsine.
'

ik 35 ounces.
Nutritives of tl 10 "

Pow'dflrwein. 7 ••

DC If.
"

Oiastase 6 drachms

Lactic acid 5 ft drachm
llvdrochloric nv'(l 5" "

Phosphoric acid 8" •'

Aluminium 3 " "

PEICE LIST.
MALTorarsiNS, (In oz. bottles > per oz $0.75" " " " doz 7.00

lb
" "

lb 8.00

We also prepare the various Elixirs and Syrnps In com-
bination with Maltopepsine.

Prepared by TILDEN & CO., New Lebanon, N. Y., and 24 Liberty St., N. Y.

Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL REYIEW when corresponding with Advertisers.
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RECENT INTRODUCTIONS TO THE MATERIA MEDICA,
—BY—

PARKE DAVIS & CO.,
Manufacturing Chemists, Detroit, Mich.

Al 9P"I/ P^l (Eugenia Cheken, Myrtus Chekan.) This remedy, a native ot Chili, iaULIf L WkM very popular in that country, where it is employed as an inhalation in

wl tlmtlwl Jiphtheria, laryugitis, bronchitis, brouchorrheea, etc. ; as an injection in

Lronorrhoea, leucorrhoea, cystitis, etc.: and internally as an aid to digestion, to allay cough, to facili-

tate expectoration and to stimulate the kidneys. It is also an astringent and is said to be of great
value in haemoptysis.

Cheken (known also as Chekan and Chequen), was introduced to the professiou of England
through a report of results following its use in chronic bronchitis or winter cough by Wm. Murrell,
M. D., M. R. C. P., Assistant Physician to the Royal Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, and Lec-
turer on Practical Physiology at the Westminster Hospital. Dr. Murrell's report is very favorable
and he has supplemented it by private advices to us expressing great satisfaction with the drug in

the affections in which he has employed it* He regards it as one of the most valuable introduction*
of late years and pronounces it a drug of very superior properties in the treatment ot

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, acting in this affection both as an anodyne and exerting a favorable in-

fluence over the organic changes in the mucous membrane. It is certainly a remedy which
merits a thorough trial at the hands of the profession of this country.OlCraO i C A I 1||1 ("MOUNTAIN SAGE.") Ar^1 *HT mK £A ^ g\ 1# g\ temisia Frigida. Fluid extraetW I m I m Ft ^# F%> MB W I r%. of the herb. Dose, one to two
fluidrachms. DIAPHORETiCANI) DIURETIC.
The success that has attended the administration of this drug in "Mountain fever" has suggested its

employment in all febrile conditions attended with suppression of the secretion of the skin and
kidneys. Its action in fever seems to be two-fold, acting directly on the nervous centre, thus induc-

ing a direct lowering of the temperature, and facilitating the radiation of the heat through diaphor-
esis which it stimulates. Under its use, the kidneys are also aroused to activity, and the solid con-
stituents of the uriue proportionately increased. Therapeutic tests have corroborated the opinion
formed of it on theoretical grounds.

(ALLIGATOR PEAR.) Fluid extract of the seeds. Dose,
30 to 60 minims. This remedy is now for the first time pre-
sented to the profession of this country. It is introduced on

the recommendation of Dr. Henry Froehling, of Baltimore, Maryland, who while acting in the

capacity of botanist and scientist to an exploring expedition in Southern Mexico, became familiar
with the drug, both from reports of the natives and personal experience, as a remedy in

INTERCOSTAL NEURALGIA. The following extract from Dr. Froehling's report will give some
conception of the nature of this remedy:

" A common experience among physicians is that some cases ot intercostal neuralgia are very
imublesome and obstinate, resisting almost every kind of treatment; particularly is this the case in

malarial districts. In such cases I would recommend the fluid extract of Persea seed. In my own
person and in every case in which I have employed it I have been highly gratified with the result
Those of my medical friends to wnom I have given samples of the preparation warmly endorse my
opinion of it as above, and I cannot but believe that further trial of it will cause it to be regarded as
a valuable addition to our list of medicines."

JDr Froehling also mentions the fact that Persea has been employed with benefit in the expul
son of tapeworm.

(ERYTHROXYLON COCA.) The evidence in favor of Coca is to

prove it a powerful nervous stimulant, through which property it

retards waste of tissue, increases muscular strength and endurance, and
•i moves fatigue and languor due to prolong d physical OT mental effort While indicated in all

conditions presenting these symptoms it has an especial indication in the treatment of

THE OPIUM AND ALCOHOL HABITS. In these deplorable conditions it has been found to

eas extraordinary properties, relieving the sense of untold bodily and mental misery which fol-

lows the withdrawal of the accustomed stimulus, thus preventing a return to the narcotic, and afford-

ng an opportunity for building up the system by the administration of restorative tonics.

tonneti ot u on tneoreticai grounds.

PERSEA.

sioii oi i^|>«wurui.

COCA.

WE PREPARE FLUID EXTRACTS OF ALL THE ABOVE DRUGS.

:f>.^:r-:k::e, davis db go,,
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,

DETROIT, JVEIOHIC3--A.Isr
Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL EEVIEW when corresponding with Advertisers.
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Tin: K< in OF Fablb.—Th< new

sincerelv regrets to find one of

ished illusi jsipated.
It had long en-

tertained the opinion that the New York

e endowed with considerable

intellectual power.
''

pinion has I

proven baseless by the Medical N

That journal after arguing with the
x

York physicians, exp rig
with tl

and it might be said vituperating them

were it not that this istoostronga designa-

tion for anything emanating from

of brotherly love, suddenly dons I

of -Kso;> and with an enterprise at

the Review as a brother member of the

lica] press
feels rejoiced, lau

table at them. This last destroyed all the

^view's belief in the New York medical

profession. Fables are usually intended to

ach children, or races, in an infantile

stage
lorn. While tl

Medical Nev d or expos
' with

the New York profession, there was still

- me eviden lake the R ish

- illusions, but when the Medi al N<

abandoned argument and expostul ition and

,n | (
_ fables but on

clusioi aid he drawn; the N< led

the New Fork phj

the mental condition of children. I

Review bows with humility to the

logical know a >f the News. T be

s ire this has I n ridiculed by ti

American alienists, bul I
"'"-

..
lings to the opinions

<>( its brother

member of the medical press.
The N

Y-ik physicians
must have minds of iii-

fantil ipacityonly, or the News surely

would n<.t indulge in a fable such as would

make ^Esop c.mmit suicide in despair at

incredible ba of the imitation.

The R< i els deep sympathy with the

New York • lion in their unhappy con-

dition. It is, however, puzzled
to determine

when the pi
rk fell

•

low in intelligence. Theypasseda resolu-

ibibiting no very great intelligem

from a scientific standpoint,
1)"' for thi

the News pra m.

Tut: Impartial Rbvibwbb.—This is a

.vho i^ invoked chiefly in the

preface of medical works. The less di-

rer the medical book, the

„„„.. me the appeals in it t" the im-

iewi r. The reviewer i t this

Smith, mu «rho

. adsthe book be is about t" review,

e him. This style of

rs must be very nun •' 1S

•o,mt for the fact

ka full of errors of diction replete

with physiological
absurdities are highly

jed. 1 i*" which no sensi-

ble publisl 'I'
1 but <>n condi-

tion that all taken by the author,

by dint ( f impartial review- the profes-
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sion is ind . in books that rap-

idly find their way into the hands of the

second-hand book dealer. To review a

book on its merits is. 1> it too frequently,
t<> affront both the author and the publisher.

The f)rraei .
-

indignant and expostu-
- with the reviewer; the latter resorts

to the infantile trick of withholding suspi-

cious works. If the reviewer be not too

keenly sensitive oi' his duty, he is some-

iced at being relieved from the

r of reading trash. Few departments
of medical journalism are of more impor-

N me are more abused.

Tub Use ok Copyrighted Prepara-
tions bas been of very late the subject of

very animated controversy. It is stated on

the one hand that the use of these prepa-
reduces the physician toward the

level Of tin- prescriber of patent medicines.

Abo that such prescriptions tend to encour-

age the use of patent medicines among the

laity. On the other hand, it is claimed

that nothing is so necessary to the physi-
cian as pure drugs, and that the copyright

system tends to ensure these. Thus Squibb

copyrights his own name, and thereby

guarantees the purity of any of his prepa-
rations. Other manufacturers claim that

going a little further tends to ensure relia-

bility oi' drugs still more, and so copyright
names of compounds and terminology. A
great objection to the copyrighting of prep-
aration-, even though the formulae be

known, is that, they cannot be introduced

into the pharmacopoeia, which is a pecu-

liarly limited work, and should not be sub

ject to the inll es impeting pnar-
maci-.fs. This question, however, is not

more eth cal in its nature than are ; < num-
ber of others win' -h from time to time have

Cgurcl in that arbitrary instigator of petty

squabbles called the "Cod- of Ethics."

Any manufacturer has an undoubted right
to copyright the name of a preparation if

he chooses. If any physician thinks copy-

righted preparations best for his patient, it

is his duty to prescribe them and neither

manufacturer nor physician can properly
ionsidered as ethical or unethical for so

doing. It must, however, be admitted that

the best trained physician will be entirely
able to adapt to each individual case its

own peculiar combination of medicines.

The necessity therefore for sterotyped

pharmaceutical formulae presupposes a rad-

ical defect in the capacity of a considerable

number of the profession. And it is un-

doubtedly true that the great success of

many copyrighted stereotyped preparations
is due very considerably to our own short-

comings rather than to those of the manu-

facturers, who as business men have not

been slow to appreciate, and to profit by
the existing order of things.

Rhythmical Contractility of the
Spleen.—Dr. C. S. Roy, London, England,

(Cambridge Journal of Physiology, Jan-

uary, 1882,) has recently been investigating
tin- changes in volume in the spleen by
means of an instrument of his own inven-

tion, and has arrived at some remarkable

results. He has arrived at the conclusion

that the circulation through the spleen
differs from that of other organs in one im-

portant particular; the force which impels
the blood through it is not that of the blood

pressure in the arteries. The splenic cir-

culation is chiefly carried on by a rhythmic,
contraction of the muscles of the capsule.

and trabecuhe of the spleen. This rhyth-

mical contraction is very regular, varying
but slightly under any circumstances.

Changes in arterial blood pressure have

little to do with the volume of the spleen.
Stimulation of the central end of a cut

sensory nerve, or of the medulla oblongata
causes contraction of the spleen. Stimu-

lation of both splanchnics, and both vagi

causes a rapid contraction; after section of

these four nerves stimulation of a cut sen-

sory nerve still causes contraction. This

fact seems to indicate that the rhythmic
diastole and systole are maintained by some

mechanism within the spleen itself. These

researches are of specwl interest.
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l 1-1 botomy is indicated, 5 to

Pradignac (El G«-ni< « Med Qu
First: Id rachitic deformities of the infe-

rior members during
-- as eburnation,

simple or cuneiform my Bhould be

tised in children of six to ten y<

Second: Anchyloeis of the lower jav.

mands imperatively simple osteotomy by

Rizzalli's method. In anchyl the

hip in children it is oontra-indicated by

fracture of the neck of tin- femur. In the

adult in case of inter-trochanteric or sub-

trochanteric fract ire,
-

itomy ma} 1»-

performed. Anchylosis of the knee, with

intimate, heavy union, indicates the cunei-

form variety the best method of treatment.

a .- indicated in anchylosis of the

ankle or tarsal articulations and frad

solidated in a vicious manner, whei

tension or rupture has been unsuccessful.

Third: Total -
I >my is preferabl

partial in genu-valgum of adull The

ration should always be done under

Listerian precautions

Hydrophobia.—Dr. Gutierrez (Revista

de Medicina y Cirurgica Practicas) claims

to have cured live oases out of -

hy-

drophobia, by the use of chlorine. After

thoroughly cauterizing the wound, be ad-

mini me and one-fifth grammes of

chlorine in twelve ounces of water, in three

the third day the chlorine i- in-

ised to one and three-fifths grammes.

Although Dr. Gutierrez claims that his di-

agnosis was positively correct, certain of

the not hydrophobia but i

phobia,
and in some of the others thi

ease had not had time to develop.

RKi.10n.r~ Nbwspapkbs iiro "Botank

Mki»h ink- S me benighted patent med-

icine man took the Alienist and Neuro

for a religious journal. The recent article

of the editor on moral insanity doubtless

led to this mistake, which, however,

not reflect credit on the patent medicine

man's intelligence. The editor makes the

following apt editorial reply: "To the

Aflrm Botai * lompanj : Tl
*

and Neurologist is not a

Utor is not a divine (that point at I

ttled),
and is not int. -rested i» dissem-

inating the wonderful virtues of the-
• Sister

Alti •

"

mi ' lently can-

not engage to hand your communication
4 to the principal newsdeali

gregation.
1 "

Mi:k- i 1:1. Ctabtdb iv Oct lab Si phi-

folezowski(Le Progres Medicale,

April 15, L882,) claims that hypodermic

injections of mercuric oyanide have a Bpe

action in ocular >y phi lis, not only local but

of cerebral origin. The drugisgiven in

inje<
t from five to ten milligrammes,

fully watched. Among the affections

in which iJr. (ialezowski has bad go <<\ re-

sults from mercuric cyanide are, Byphilitic

iritis with corneal infiltration, syphilitic

iritis with punctate k< • irido-choroid-

and punctate keratitis, and Byphilitic

atrophy of the optic disc.

Iodoform in Dentistry.—Dr. Scheff,

,, a (Deutsche Vierteljahrschrift
fllr

Zahnkunde), claims that iodoform, by vir-

f its quick caustic action, is a good

means of relieving the pain 1

dental nerves, especially as a substitute for

nious acid, the application of which is

attended with much pain and frequently

followed by periostitis.
The advant

claimed for the remedy are that it produces

no irritation nor any inflammation ol the

periosteum and l<
• scars. In addi-

tion to this, the combined action of i

form as a cleansing and disinfectant appli-

cation to wounds renders it a desirable

ally
when inserted beneath

mporary filling or for capping the ex-

ad, though not yet
1 ayed pulp

3
.

employs it in the paste of Dr.

Paschkisthus: Powdered iodoform, kaolin,

aa. LOO, acid carbolic, powdered crystals,

0.50; mix with enough B
; ' ake

a thin paste,
then add ten di :" the

ethereal oil ofpeppermint after triturating.
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VlOl \ Ti:i. 01 OB IN E< zi'MA.—Dr. H. *>.

Piffard (Medical Record, April 29, L882,)
is inclined to believe that viola tricolor isa

specific in c,/%ia, in the Bame sense that

quinine is a specific tor ague. He us a a

fluid extract prepared by Squibb; the dose

being, in adults, from live to ten minims in

acute eczema, and from halt* a drachm to

two drachms in sub-acute and chronic ec-

zema. The drug should be taken in water

once, twice, or thrice a day, always on an

empty stomach, and when possible, half an

hour beicn > meals.

Naphthol Pomade in Scabies.—Dr.

Hardy (Le Progres Medical, April 15,1882)
has had very good results from naphthol
pomade in scabies and phthiriasis. The
powdered naphthol is dissolved in half its

weight <.f ether. This solution is mixed with

one part of vaseline and the ether slowly
evaporated. The resulting semi-fluid mass
is triturated with more vaseline, and kept in

closed vessels. For many reasons the po-
made thus made would seem less objection-
able than most measures now in use for the

treatment of scabies.

Formation of Hyaline Tube-Casts.—
V. Cornil has (The Practitioner, February,
1882,) studied the morbid kidney changes
in albuminous nephritis by aid of patho-
logical specimens from a case occurring

'iitaneously in man, which also demon-
strates the mode of formation of hyaline
cylinders. The patient, after exposure to

cold, had an attack of acute Briffht's dis-

ease. Death, preceded by anasarca and
uremic coma, occurred seven weeks later.

Examination of the <wollen, injected kid-

nej wed very plainly the rule of the

renal cells in the production of intra-tubu-

lar exudation. A vacuole filled with liquid
first forms in the interior of the epithelial

cells, which projects; then the wall of the

cell break-, a little drop (;,\\^ [nto the cav-

ity of the tubule. These clear or granular

globules are observed in greater or less

quantity, in a greater or less number of

tubules, in every case of albuminuria. The
chemical nature of these globules has not

as yet been perfectly determined. The ex-

udation besides is composed of red blood-

corpuscles, leucocytes and blood-serum,
the latter constituents being more manifest
in these glomeruli. The farther these dif-

ferent parts of the exudation pass on from

the place where they have been poured out,
the more they become mixed into a homo-

genous mass, which coagulates. So origi-
nate hyaline casts. The narrow parts of

the tubule composing Henle's loop form a

kind of wire-drawing apparatus, and as

the colloid coagulum passes through these

it is drawn out, taking a regular form,

which it preserves in the wide intermediate

convoluted parts of the tubule and in the

straight tubule. Thus constituting verita-

ble hyaline casts.

Curative Oils.—To the factitious value
still attached to some remedies of animal

origin attention has been called by the

Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. To the list

may be added angle-worm oil, which can
be procured of "

any of the leading whole-

salers" at fifty cents an ounce. "Some
people still hold to curious old superstitions

concerning the curative properties of cer-

tain animal oils; and to hearof the strange

articles called for by some of the apothe-

cary customers is to be reminded of the

vagaries of early medicine. There are

persons who still have great faith in the

virtues of rattlesnake oil, and believe it a

specific for rheumatism. A traveling quack
who announced that his cure-all was com-

pounded of rattlesnake oil, reaped a silver

harvest from crowds on the square of a

large city, not long ago. There is a fre-

quent demand for pickerel oil which is tried

from the livers of pickerel, and is said to

be a cure for deafness. Mud turtle oil is

called for by people who have stiff joints.
But two or three years ago all these oils

were staple articles in drug stores. Pick-

erel oil sold for fifty cents an ounce, and
turtle oil for one dollar a pint."
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Diabetic Otitis.— I)r. Maurioe Ray-
naud (Annals del't Oreille et du Larynx) culls

attention to a hitherto undescribed form of

otitis, occurring' in diabetics. A man in

the later stages of diabetes was taken

denlyone evening by a violent pain in the

ear. In the middle of the following night a

pretty abundant haemorrhag :ourred in

this ear which afforded some relief to the

pain. During the following day lino-

is fluid flowed from the ears. 'This flow

persisted until death, twenty-thr
after the outset of the symptoms first men-

tioned, but latterly the fluid did n< >t c< ratain

any blood. Beside this flow there were

some symptoms of an otitis La. < m the

autopsy there was found an ostitis of the

mastoid cells, these being found filled with

a purulent liquid. Dr. Raynaud thinks this

- mention, and bi - that

the symptoms mentioned should lead to the

belief in an unrecognized diabel

Diphtheritic Conjunctivitis.— Dr. A.

dus Griessen, Germany (Klinische Mon-

atsblatt ftlr Augenheilkunde, N

), claims good results from the use of

a four per c glycerine solution of sali-

cylic acid in this disease. A ca£ liph-

theritic conjunctivitis as- I I with diph-

theria of the fauces rered under its

when aqueous solutions of carb

. did boracic acid had been tried in vain.

The salicylate,! glycerii
-

painte

ijunctival surfaces every half 1

There was an immediate reduction of the

swelling of the lids and the chemosis, and

a large corneal ulcer healed.

L 38 of Natls is Tabes.—Dr. Pit

(Le Progres Medi tal, No. B, I B82,) r

three cases of locomotor ataxia, in which

there was spontaneous loss of the nai

the o-reat toe. There wa »me w

previous dull pain and a sensation of throb-

bine in the srreat toe. There was no

puration or ulceration of the matrix, and

the nails were rapidly replaced by new

ones of normal character.

[odopobm in Ophthalmic Suboxbt.—
Dr. K.i: 'i -: . Stanley Hospital, Liv-

erpool (( )phthaln! . April, 1 E

that iodoform • • >4t* t the

ilue in purulent conjunctivitis

both of simple and virulent nature. Even

thos( . in which infection has taken

already developed to its full

height, may be ohecked by it.

AsCLBPIAS CUBA88ATICA. — I >r. <iiiiin-

Janeiro i
I Medico),

iting the p il prop-

erties of bastard ip aha (asclepias

curassavica), and has found that its active

principle is a cardiac poison,

similar to digitalis.
It is an i I of

the vaso-mot ir centre. Thi soluti

tained by mac. ration of the st;ilL-, and

obtained in like manner from the r< ts,

act with unequal intensity.

Psychoses from < !ehbbb m. II ew

bhags.—Dr. Mendel, Berlin, Germany,

(Deutsche Medicinisohe Wochensohrift)

ningthese that themost frequent

form of psychical disturbance bra!

lorrhage is a mental debility in all de-

•m slowly acquired haziness of in-

tellect to the most profound dementia. In

an other class of . ntellige ems

but slightly impaired and f equently ind

exhibits no defects, but the patient becomes

irritable, easily moved to tears, at time-

maining unaffected under the most trying

oircumstan There is rarely a third

form ohical disturbance. 1 >r.

has seen it but five times in patients suffer-

.vitii right hemiplegia. I n thes

besidethe p ial disturbances described

there were developed hallucinations.

The thi ibserved l>y Mendel re-

ightly defective memory
was left. That

I

sive paresis may

develop as the result of cerebral baemor-

often affirmed, but Dr. Men-

del is i if •

.pinion that no positive conclusion

can be drawn with regard to the relation

between them.
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Capillary Drainage of the Peri-

toneum.—Dr. V. Kehrer (Centralblatt fUr

Gynakol N .
:;

. 1882,) recommends in

drainage of th^peritoneum the use of a

double glass drainage tu!>e something like

a tracheotomy tube with blind ends like a

. 'it with numerous apertures in

inner tube is packed with

WOi> i can be easily slipped out

and tilled without disturbing the other

tube when the capillarity of the worsted is

entirely destroyed.

Prolonged Gestation.—Dr. Lewis A.

Rodenstein (New York Medical Journal,

May, 1
v ^

'.',) reports four well established

cases of prolonged gestation. In the first

. _ station occupied a whole year; in

the second case, three hundred and twenty-
one days; in the third case, three hundred

and thirty-five days, in the fourth case,

three hundred and fifty days. These cases

tend very strongly to support the justice of

the French law, that the legitimacy of a

child born within three hundred days after

the death or departure of the husband, can-

not be questioned.

Glonoine ix Therapeutics.— Dr. Kro-

czynski, Cracow, Russia (Wiener Medicin-

he Wbchenschrift), reports twenty-six
cases of pulmonary, cardiac, and nervous

diseases in which glonoine was used. In

six cases of bronchial asthma the attacks

were lessened in all, and in four cases

out of the six the attacks wholly disap-

peared after the regular use of glonoine for

some time. Thirteen cases of nervous

bm
l, of which two were hysterical, were

• much benefit id. Two cases of steno-

cardia caused by aortic aneurism, were

markedly benefited, and »ne of them, ap-

paren upletely r I. The th

i Ipitation were markedly

improved. In two Cases of nervous origin

the palpitation entirely disappeared,while in

the third which was due to organic disease

of the semi-lunar valves, the attacks tem-

porarily ceased. Five out of six cases of

angina pectoris were decidedly benefited.

A case of chorea minor apparently due to

congenital chlorosis was cured in twenty-
five days. In hysteria major, mercurial

tremor and diabetes mellitus, the drug was

of no avail. These results are to some ex-

tent corroborated by Dr. Green (Practi-

tioner, February, 1882,) whose opinion is

that this drug is in usefulness equal to

digitalis. Dr. W. A. Hammond (Chicago
Medical Review, October 20, 1881) has had

good results from it in migraine, hemicrania,

epilepsy, and angina pectoris.

SCARLATINA COMPLICATING MEASLES.

This condition of tilings while not excep-

tional, is rather infrequent, and the case

reported by Dr. Herzog (Berliner Klinische

Wbchenscrift, No. 7, 1882,) is therefore of

interest. After the usual prodromata of

the exanthemata, the patient had within

twenty-four hours the eruption of measles,

slight bronchitis and conjunctivitis. While
this eruption was scaling, a scarlatinal erup-
tion made its appearance on the body, ac-

companied by rise of temperature, The

patient convalesced perfectly.

Deaf-Mutism.—Dr. Boucheron (Cincin-
nati Lancet and Clinic, April 8, 1882,)

lately made a communication to the Medi-

cal Section of the Paris Academy, in which

he expressed an opinion that the co-existent

state of deafness and dumbness so often

observed is owing to the compression of

the acoustic nerve. This compression is

the result of the vacuum existing1 in the

cavity of the tympanum. This vacuum

causes the external air to press on the

membrane, and thus on the ossicula, and

finally on the liquid of the labyrinth and

the nerve. By frequent insufflation into

the Eustachian tube, Dr. Boucheron suc-

ceeds in destroying the vacuum, and there-

by the pressure on the nerve, and deafness

is cured. Dr. Boucheron has restored in

some cases, to the apparently deaf and

dumb, and even idiotic, the faculty of hear-

ing and of speech.
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Abortion" without Pain OB Him
BHA.GS.—Dr. W. Girdner, Gi . IVn-

.

|
Medical t S-azett . N

1881.1 reports the following ngly

exceptional case: A woman, aged twenty-

seven years; married; multipara; w

nant about nine weeks. Ab >u<

on the morning i if I
' ; »b< r '.'

>,
w hen

Lng the dairy, the door fell from it-; h

and knocked her to the ground,

up and went about her household duti

usual. About five o'clock the same i

noon, when in the act of micturition, a

foetus, about the size of a Bmall mouse

dropped from her, the act being wholly

unattended by pain or haemorrhage. Thr

hours later th - inclines came away with-

out haemorrhage, and with only a slight

trace of pain. He saw her <>n October

two days after the abortion, and sin- «-x-

pressed herself as well as usual. There has

been no discharge of any kind from I

vagina to indicate rupture of the attach-

ments of the contents of the impregnated

uterus, nor have pain or any other symptoms
been present as evidence of this inter:

ence with the process of gestation.

Delirium from Salicylic Acid.—Dr.

( Iharles C. Barbows (Medical Record, April

382,) reports eight cases of delirium

from salicylic acid. The patients became

lirious after about two days treatment.

The delirium, as might have been antici-

pated, mark-illy rest mbles acute alcohol-

letimes it has passed into mania

transitoria. Similar cases have been re-

ported in the British Medical Journal, Jan-

uary 29, 1881, and by Bogdanow (Wratoh

No. L2, L882). This property
- been hitherto much ignored.

n'sory Impulses ih I. u tobAi

ia.—Fischer (Berliner Klinische V^

schrift. 31,) bas recently He 1

five cases of tabe>

rate of transmission of sensatioi

and pain. Such experim

e:its, intelligent enough to give an accurate

ription of their feelings. The i

tion of impressions of pain may b

Biderable. 11-- found it i

Sensa

be d( than th pain.

delay may v.i' v during the experiment; it

may beo >m< il ing the stimulus;

or. c ml i

i,
the stimulus m

I..- percen ed at all. Retardat

was

irly dem I >ea

tie i- any explanation of the n ion.

POSI ' ii:\i'i a i i: < 'oi.i.i.'.k.—A coll

of this kind has been instituted in St. I .

tbjecl is to teach medical practition-

by practical instruction, the

branohes of medicine and Burgery. There

will be twelve departmi i arranged
that special Courses may be taken with as

little loss of time as possible. The follow-

gentlemen have been elected to till

part of the department-: Drs. 1". F. Rum-

bold, E. B >rok, W. 11. Ford, W. Dickinson,

W. B. Outten,F.T. Ledergerber, Attorney
at Law, and Dr. C. B. Bughes. For fur-

ther particulars, enquire of the Dean,
T. 1". Rumbold, 1225 Washington A

Louis. Missouri.

Anchylosis in Infantile Paralysis.
- ime ca by 1 I >ert

( Lancel i bai e < la good deal of in-

ick by the fact that many c

of infantile pai ire 0( mdemned \< •

sate 1 apparatus to

com: the 1

lity in the

lowei limbs, he has attempted I

the ition. Be a-
the knee and ankle-joints, and thus

i

ami tibia, and tibia, libu I :us.

iwer Limbs in walking are swung
forward by tic IXOr

whicl rally

wer. This tr

irrie 1 out in four

md a fifth is n for

the performance of the operation.
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Hypnosis.—Dr. Milne-Edwards (Journal

de Medecine et de Chirurgie Practiques,

April, L882,) claims that the frequent byp-

DOtization of animals results in serious

consequences, amounting to hemiplegia at

times. He hence concludes that hypnotiz-
ation frequently repeated is likely to have

similar effects on man, and is consequently
more or less dangerous.

Insa miv i\ Children.—Dr. Ma-nan

(Journal de Medecine et de Chirurgie Prac-

tiques, April, L882,) reports a case of in-

sanity in a child four years old, marked

like most cases of insanity in children by

hallucinations, and attempts at suicide.

The child, a boy, was horn in Paris during
the seige of 1870, and the paternal grand-
father and uncle died insane. The father

became insane at the age of twenty-eight,
and entered the asylum at the same time

as his child. The child was markedly mel-

ancholic on admission.

Researches on Mould.—Dr. Grawitz,
of Berlin, has been engaged for seven or

eight years upon a series of experiments
which have an interesting practical bearing

upon theories of the immunity following

exposure to the influences of poison by in-

oculation or otherwise. Occupying him-

self with the larger fungi, such as asper-

gillus and penicillium, whose spores are

several hundred times the size of a micro-

coccus, he obtained results already cited in

the Review, Volume III., p. 220, and sub-

sequently in an address before the Con-

gress of the German Surgical Society last

April. This address, published in Langen-
beck's Archiv for duly, 1881, was to be the

prelude to further and fuller reports of his

Observations. In the mean time Grawitz's

published results and deductions therefrom

have 1 n attacked, and their value badly

impaired by Koch, Gaffky, Lichtheim and

Loffler (Boston Medical and Surgical Jour-

nal) who detected fatal defects in Grawitz's

methods. His cultivations were not strictly

guarded against mixed races of fungi, were

not "pure," and a fungus, aspergillus glau-

cus, which he had treated as innocent under

ordinary conditions was shown to possess

malignant properties without being sub-

jected to even so mild a form of cultivation

as an increase of temperature. The net

results of this controversy and these labors

seems to be that as Dr. Struck, director of

the Royal Health Bureau, Berlin, thinks

the present state of knowledge may be ex-

pressed thus: "that the malignant fungi

are specific organisms, which are begotten

by and beget only their like," and R. Koch
somewhat more guardedly though as posi-

tively announces that the reverse has yet to

be proved. The study of fungi, however,

indirectly had the result of leading Israel,

a fellow laborer of Grawitz, to the descrip-

tion of actinomycosis as a disease in man,
and his investigations in turn suggested to

Ponfick the existence of precisely the same

disease in cattle.

Salivary Calculus.—Dr. E. V. Mully

(El Siglo Medico,) has observed the devel-

opment of a salivary calculus in. his own
mouth. The difficulty at first slight, arose

in June, 1870, at a point little below the

tubercle on the right side of the frenulum,

corresponding to the location of Wharton's

duct. By pressure with the tongue in a

certain position, he could cause to exude

from this orifice a somewhat concentrated

saliva. On account of increasing interfer-

ence with the movements of his tonsrue,

the swallowing of solid substances being
rendered impossible, the patient determined

on August 1, to attempt to secure relief.

By passing into his mouth his thumb, fore-

linger and middle-finger and making firm

pressure over the duct he forced out a large

quantity of acrid, fetid, yellowish green

ichor, in which he found a hard, ovid stone

of a bright yellow color, rough externally,

fifteen millimetres long, and six millimetres

broad, four millimetrees thick, with a cir-

cumference of thirty-five by fourteen milli-

metres, and weighing thirty-two grammes.
No after effects were observed.
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Dry Closets.—Mr. James II
iin, Were-

ford, England, strongly advo •

"dry
closet" as preferable to any system of sew-

age irrigation or precipitation. The pails
which are set in these dry for the

reception of the excreta are partly filled

with peat dust and pulveri ite,i. e.,

tricoleic phosphate. Burned bone which
is of the same composition, is b >tter than

the native mineral as an absorbent and

deodorizer, but it is also much more expen-
sive. The contents of the pails when re-

moved are treated with oil of vitriol, which

renders the phosphoric acid mostly soluble

and thus fits the wh >le miss for fertilizing

purposes. By thus utilizing the excreta, it

is thought that the system will become

self-supporting. The above method ap-

pears to be the most promising yet pro-

posed for the successful removal ami use of

human excreta.

New Hygienic Ideas.—When Dwyer,
the celebrated pugilist, died last month

having recently been a clerk, the Medical

Record made some rather extraordinary
editorial comments. "The cultivation of

a powerful muscular development does not

of itself insure health and long life. It may
even entail a certain danger. Tin* man
wh > makes an athlete of himself must con-

tinue one, or else drop his exercise with

slowness and caution. Our ex-pugilist ac-

cepted a sedentary occupation after he had

cultivate 1 his lungs to perhaps double the

capacity needed in such an employment.
A disused organ degenerates and becomes

liable to disease. The robust chest of the

country youth may be a source of danger
to him if he adopts life in a city office. A
fine phys cal development does not neces-

sarily insure a long life. Robustness is

only a relative term. In the physical edu-

cation of youth, therefore, we should aim to

make every organ healthy, not hypertroph-
ied. The law that the organism musl be

adapted to its environment was well illus-

trated by the prize-fighter, who was at-

tacked with consumption eighteen months

alter he had left the ring for a city offi

The f.i.t is that tins man » 1 i
•

-
« 1 (American

Medical Weekly, April s, L882), from in-

temperance long pi in despite repeat-
ed warnings; and hi> ohange of life had

little to do with his death. But had he

really suffered from such a ohange, to ar-

gue that h;s athletic habits, his "pen air

life, and physical
•

. much in-

duced his death is ill. _ iud at variance

with t he teachings of medical b

Eyes i\ Insanity.— It is somewhat

dishing to find such absolute state-

mentsas these made in ti L Ion Lancet.
•

!l truce to the no
,
written and talk-

ed, alnut the ap »•
i an • of the eyes as

indication of insanity. Excluding oertain

diarities with •

to the relative

si/.- of the pupils and the mobility of the

irides, which, albeit they are not in the

least degree understood even by the most

erudite of experts, are commonly spoken of

as pathognomonic Bigns of mental dise

there are no appearances of the eyes worthy
of a in en uit's serious oonsi leration in the

diagnosis of insanity. The wildness, un-

ii. it iral brightness, restlessm --.

vi lancy, et •.. which are so frequently no

tione 1 in certificates of insanity, are utterly

valueless as eviden mental unsound-

ness." I atthe first glance that

the writer of this is a dilettante psychiatrist.

While not an absolute tes . mce

of the eyes in many o tses of acute insanity

is a valuable aid in differential diagn

Many types of melancholia, some of the

- of insanity of p . and many
katatonia will present themsel • -

under conditions where the appearance of

the eyes
- a valuable guide to the pi

oian. It is obvious that the writer of this

had but little exoerie tfa insanity, or

lie would know that the cerebral conditions

of the vario is psv shosea are the most op-

•-. and that some things concerning

one form <<( insanity cannot be predicated

of other varieties. Which shows the

statement to be much too posit:
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Hypodermics of Mercuby ra Syphilis.

—Dr. Ravoglia (Cincinnati Lancet and

Clinic, April 22, 1882,) concludes concern-

ing these that: First: Tin- subcutaneous

method is the mosl easy treatment for sy-

philis. Second: That the best solution is

one gramme of sublimate in one hundred

grammes of water, one injection of one

gramme of the solution every two days.

Third: That the proper place for injection

is the region of the glutei muscles not very

far from their Insertion in the iliac bones.

Fourth: It is necessary to insert the needle

horizontally in the muscular mass in its

whole length. Fifth: No abscess or any
other resulting irritations have been ob-

served. Sixth: Twenty to thirty injections

are necessary in a common case to com-

plete the cure.

Ophthalmoscopic Examination- in . Vi-

ral Disease.—Zaufal (Cincinnati Lancet

and Clinic) says that ophthalmoscopic
examination ought to be practiced in affec-

tions of the membrana tympani, particu-

larly in acute and chronic suppurative otitis,

in whatever phase the disease is seen, and

hence even when no alarming cerebral

symptoms have yet manifested themselves,

since it has been proven by experience
that mucous catarrh can produce intra-

cranial diseases in these cases. Also, in

cases where the organ presents a negative

appearance, or there exists a hardness of

hearing or deafness, subjective noises, verti-

go, etc., the use of the ophthalmoscope may
recognize whether the disease is localized in

the labyrinth, or in the cranial cavity, or

whether it occupies both regions at the

same time. Ophthalmoscopic study of the

eye is indispensable for determining the

necessity for trephining the mastoid pro-

cess. It can show the extension of the

inflammation toward the intra cranial cavity

(meningitis, thrombosis of the sinuses, etc.),

before any symptoms as yet exist here.

When the meningitic phenomena become

aggravated, the alterations in the fundus of

the eye progress in the same ratio; they

diminish, on the contrary, when the enceph-
alic symptoms abate. The influence of

trephining upon the functions of the

brain can be appreciated above all from the

modification upon the papilla and retina

following this operation. When the in-

flammation of the middle ear invades the

meninges of the brain, it is most frequently

the eye upon the same side that is altered

first; but both eyes are often attacked at

the same time, and that upon the opposite

side may even present the most marked

symptoms. After the application of the

trephine the improvement in the visual

apparatus will be at first most pronounced

upon the eye of the same side; however,

an amelioration is observed in the other

eye also. Thus far, in Zaufal's observation,

each time that a suppurative otitis media

has been complicated with either a menin-

gitis or a thrombosis of the sinuses, the

ophthalmoscopic examination when made,
demonstrated the existence of pronounced
lesions in the ocular fundus (excavation of

the papilla with or without neuro-retinitis);

so that this form of meningitis appears to

differ from the others in that it almost al-

ways produces alterations in the bottom of

the eye. As to the cause of this fact,

Zaufal is not able to decide. May not the

richness of the temporal region in venous

sinuses explain it in a certain measure?

Ipecac in Dysentery.—It is often for-

gotten that during the initial stages of -many
cases of dysentery constipation is present,

and that therefore neither opium nor bis-

muth will calm the pains so often present.

Here it is preferable to use mild purgatives.

Ipecac (Journal de Medecine et de Chirur-

gie Practiques, April, 1882,) seems accord-

ing to Dr. Potain, to fill most of the re-

quirements. The use of ipecac is not

original with Dr. Potain, as it has long been

employed in India. He gives a decoction

of ipecac root (two grammes to five hun-

dred grammes of water) in the course of

every two or three hours. Nausea and

vomiting should if possible be avoided.
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Tiik Bacillus of Txtbbbclx.—] >r. Koch,

certainly a careful and painstakin

ver, who p >inted out the sources of error in

some recent experiments of Grawit:

mould, claims t" have discovered the bacil-

lus to which tubercle is due. His results

(Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift, .'.

10, 1882,) which have roused the enthusiasm

of Tyndall, amount not only to the descrip-
tion of a new bacillus hut to the demon-
stration of the fact that this bacillus can be

cultivated in special culture fluids, and

if inoculated produce tuberculosis in ani-

mals. The new bacillus somewhat r> tsem-

bles in appearance the bacillus leprae, i

shaped and its greatest length is about one-

half or one-fourth the diameter of the red

globule. Tuberculosis has long 1

regarded by many authorities, as at one

time an infectious disease like the "lung
plague" of cattle, but which had lost its

infectious nature by the race becoming

partially inoculated with it through hered-

itary transmission. If Koch's experiments
should be ultimately established on a firm

basis, it is not impossible that the ravages
of tuberculous phthisis will be in the future

at least lessened.

PODOPIIYLT.IX AXI) PODOPHYLLOTOXIN IN*

Children's Diseases. — Dr. Braun (Archiv
fiir Kinderheilkunde II, G and 7.) says

that podophyllin in children of thirteen

years causes in doses of one-sixth to one-

half a grain, one to three loose motions

frequently preceded by firm motions. The

general dose for children under a year is

one-thirteenth to one-sixteenth of a grain;

for children of one to four years, one-sixth

of a grain, and for older children one-third,

dependent upon the duration of the con-

stipation. Podophyllotoxin is more certain

and is given in doses of one-sixtieth to one-

thirtieth of a grain to children less than a

year old, and proportionately. It is most

conveniently given in solution; three-quar
ters of a grain are dissolved in one hundred

drops of rectified spirit and given in two to

ten drop doses in a teaspoonful of syrup.

I*';*' iky i i;o\t Addison's Disease is

of exceedingly exceptional occurrence, and
for this reason the case reported by Dr. J.

Magee Pinny (Dublin Journal of Medical

Science, April, 1882,) is of interest. The

patient was a woman evidently of a tuber-

culous diathesis. Up to December, '.

Hi' 1

patient had been perfectly well, she

then found herself growing weaker daily
and losing flesh; sine.- th'' date named her

body has gradually become darker, the

pigmentation beginning on tin- forehead

and front of the chest. On examination
a venous hum was audible in the patient's
neck. The hearl sounds were weak and
th<- pulse compressible. Tin- pigmentation
extended even to tin' mucous membranes
of the mouth. The treatment consisted

in simply combatting the anaemia present.

By .January, 1881, the patient had become
well nourished and the pigmentation had

entirely disappeared. As this disease prob-

ably had its seat in the sympathetic system,
the possibility of a remission should be

taken into account.

Gastric Ulceration into tiik Left
Ventricle.— Dr. Oser, sometime ago, pub-
lished a case in which a round ulcer of the

stomach opened into the left ventricle

through a narrow canal. The perforation
had occurred three days before death, and

resulted in vomiting of arterial blood and

tarry stools. A similar case has just been

published by Brenner (Wiener Melicin-

ische Wochenschrift, No. 47, L881.) A
woman of fifty- five had been subject for

many years to cardialgia, sometimes ac-

companied with vomiting. Six months

prior !,, her death the patient had an attack

of
pleurisy, followed by sharp pains radi-

ating to the epigastrium. A few days be-

fore death the patient vomited blood, had

marked cardialgia, and had tarry stools.

On autopsy a circular ulceration was found

on the h r curvature of the stomach,

which communicated with an opening in

the wall of the left ventricle. These are

sai«l to be the only two cases on record.
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Torsion* of Arteries.—At Guy's hos-

pital, the London correspondent of the

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal says
that all the surgeons use torsion to the ex-

clusion of the ligature, except in very small

vessels wherein it is difficult to isolate the

vessel from muscular fibres. They give a

very large statistical showing in its favor.

He has seen every kind of amputation there

except of the hip-joint, and never a liga-

ture applied to a large vessel. They use

no transverse forceps,j|but seizing the cut

end of the vessel with strong forceps, twist

it until it is felt to "give way," that is, the

two inner coats break. He has often seen

six and sometimes ten complete turns given
to the femoral artery. Mr. Bryant said:

"Doctor, theoretically the twisted end ought
to slough off, but practically it never does.

We have to talk to our students about

secondary haemorrhage, but we do not show

it to them." Mr. Lucas told him that for a

long time they have ceased to dread, or

look for secondary hemorrhage.

Absorption by the Bladder and Ure-

thra.—Dr. Maasand Dr. Pinner (Deutsche
Zeitschrift fur Chirurgie, Band XLV, Heft,

5 and
6),

after referring to the difference of

opinion which exists on this subject, among
those who have investigated it experimen-

tally, arrive at the following conclusions:

First: The healthy human bladder absorbs

iodine and pilocarpine, much more slowly
than other absorbent surfaces. The con-

stituents of the urine gain access to the

circulation through the mucous membrane

of tin' Madder, so slowly, and to such a.

slight extent, that no unpleasant results

ensue. Second: The diseased bladder ab-

BOrbs far more readily than a healthy one,

and advantage should be taken of tins fact

in administration of medicines. Infectious

matters are absorbed by the diseased mu-

cous membrane of the bladder, and give
rise to serious consequences. Third: The

human urethra possesses considerable ab-

sorptive power, and seems to absorb as

readily as when it is diseased.

Music in Medd ink.—Much has been

said upon the power of music (Cincinnati
Lancet and Clinic,) to effect most beneficial

results upon the afflicted, both in mind and

body; and there can be little doubt that a

very great deal still remains to be done

when the subject shall have been more

thoroughly investigated by the medical

profession, and certain rules laid down for

the treatment of such cases as would be

likely to yield to its influences. We have

recently heard of a doctor who, finding his

patient in a state of confirmed melancholia,

managed to induce her to try over some of

the music for which she had an especial

fondness in former years, and thus not only
restored her temporarily to comparative

cheerfulness, but by prescribing a repeti-

tion of this medicine, and seeing that she

obeyed his directions, at each of his visits,

managed, in an almost incredible short

time, to effect a permanent cure. Of course,

in this case the remedy acts indirectly upon
the nervous system, and almost uncon-

sciously the patient is relieved. It will be

obvious that in the case reported there are

many elements of error. It is probable
that the doctor was able to induce the pa-
tient to engage in music simply because

she was in the initial stages of recovery.

Strychnia in Prolapsus Ani.—Dr.

Leonard Weber, New York (American
Medical Weekly), inserts the needle into

the cellular tissue parallel to the rectum,

and about three-quarters of an inch from

the anus, and injects one-twelfth grain of

strychnia for an adult. The operation is

repeated every forty-eight hours till com-

plete recovery takes place; from four to

eight injections are needed. The pain is

not severe, and no inflammation or abscess

has in his cases resulted.

Professional Perils.—A court officer

finding a difficulty in serving an injunction

upon a physician in Utica, New York, per-

suaded one of the doctor's young lady

patients to do it.
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Glaucoma.—According to I >r. E. F .

(Archiv fur Ophthalmologic,) the Lrlauco-

matoua eye exhibits a peculiar cloud

of the cornea and hiss of lu- sen-

tially different from the inflammat

city, and directly dependent upon iiu •:

of pressure. The cornea hitherto clear and

brilliant becomes, during an attack of glau-

coma, suddenly dim and as if breathed

upon by the breath. This cloudiness al-

ways most marked in the centre, disappears
around the border without sharp limitation.

.Reduction of intra-ocular press dissi-

pates it in a very short time tw leave no

trace whatever. As a cause of this appear-

ance, an anatomical examination found an

cedema of the corneal parenchyma (dilata-

tion of the nerve canals, and accumulation

of fluid under the epithelium.) Under

rapidly increasing pressure a larger quan-

tity of fluid is forced into the cornea,

dammed up in front of Bowman's mem-
brane and there very soon produces cedema

and cloudiness.

Poisoning by Anacabdietm ()•

tale.—Dr. H. B. Nightingale, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, (Medical and Surgical I,

porter, April 1, 1882,) repor:s a case where

a man chewed several cashew nuts (ana-

eardium occidentale) without profiting by
the warning given him that the juice be-

tween the inner and outer shell was hitter.

In consequence the juice got upon his lips

and fingers. The next day his hands and

face were largely cedematous and covered

with erythematous patches which in anol

day had developed into vesicles. The

neck, body, penis and scrotum were much

swollen. The patient was confined to bed

for two davs with drowsiness and headache,

and had a heavily coated tongue and a

high fever. The acute symptoms were

over in eight days, the desquamation lasted

more than a week after this. The treat-

ment consisted in local applications of a

solution of sodium sulphate, and internally

magnesia sulphate, tartar emetic, and one

sixty-fourth of a grain of morphia sulphate.

A HEW agricultural Oolleg . HI is

called "Th< 5]
i iIii.m."

How LAWYERS ABB SOMETIMES Mam:.—
The Alienist and Neurologist from

Prichard the well-known :' the three

jgenitally idiotic brethren; one of

whom reoeived a blow on the bead which

brightened him up a little and he became
a lawyer. The trouble is, some congenital
idiots ime lawyers without fretting a

blow on the head to brighten them up.

Experimental Production of Abdo-
minai. Pre .nw. v.— Dr. Leopold, Leip _-.

i rermany,(Archiv fUrGynakologie)haa pro-

duced artificially, in rabbits, abdominal

pregnancy by transferring to the abdomen
of a non-pregnant rabbit tie- embryo only,
in some case-, and in others the embryo, its

membranes, and placenta. Embryos two and

a half, five, six and eight centimetres long
were transplanted; those of the latter size

being as near maturity as could be obtained.

The experiments resulted in two ways; .:.

. peritonitis followed from which the

animal soon died; in the other case the

animal survived and the foetus became en-

capsulated. In the cases where peritonitis

was excited the foetus underwent rapid

disintegration. Of the smallest embryo, no

trace was found on the death of the animal

on the second day. Where n<> peritonitis

was excited the animals were killed at

periods ranging from three to seventy days
after the o]

a. The foetus had as a

rule become encapsulated but the very

early embryos were absorbed, no trac

them b< -t. In the older embryos
as more or less absorption of the

•arts; the skeleton was left and there

iwth of b r cartilage. Dr.

Leopold concludes thai -
is of extra-ute-

rine gestation ending in rupture of the sac-

and escape of the foetus into the abdominal

cavity are, perhaps, much commoner than

is generallv believed, the symptoms being
those of pelvic hematocele, and the case

ending in the absorption of the foetus.
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Dr. E. L. Beadle, an old New York

physician, died recently.

Dr. John T. Hodgen, an eminent sur-

geon of St. Louis. Mo., died April 30, 1882.

Dr. Horatio Paine, late Superintendent
of Roosevelt Hospital, New York, died in

1 mdon, May 1, 1882.

LtssophobiA.—A case of this disease is

reported in the Alienist and Neurologist,

April. L882. A man bitten bya non-rabid

dog, died from exhaustion resulting from

lyssophobia.

Longevity.—A mill hand aged seventy-
one years (Medical and Surgical Reporter,

April 29, 1882,) has still living triplet sons

aged fifty-two, and a father aged one hun-

dred and sixteen.

LOCAL.

New Mode of Vaccination.—A woman

unthinkingly opened a stye on her eye lid

with a pin which she had accidentally put
in the vaccine pustule on her infant's arm.

She recovered without permanent injury.

Carbolic Spray in Croup.—Dr. Des-

nos (Journal de Medecine de Bordeaux)
chiims that the carbolic spray, applied di-

rectly through the canula after tracheotomy,
has a marked effect in producing expulsion
of the false membranes.

"American' Diplomas."—John Adams

recently arrested in England for illegally

practising medicine, produced an "Ameri-

can diploma," for which he had, although
never in the United States, paid $100, and

passed a "postal examination.

Xi:w Coffee.— Dr. Schlagdenhauffen,

Nancy, France, (British Medical Journal,

April 1, 1882,) has recently studied the

seed of an African plant known by the

name of la pola. Its cotyledons contain

caffein anil thein. The Arabs use it to

improve impure water. Dr. Schlagden-
hauffen believes that la pola may rank in

utility with tea and coffee.

( IIICAGO BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

At the May meeting of the Biological

Society, Dr. Ply in S. Hayes read a paper
on the " Removal of Hairs by Electrolysis."

There was a good attendance.

THE CHICAGO PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The annual meeting was held at the res-

idence of Dr. Lyman, 533 W. Adams St.,

at 8, p. m., April 24, 1882. Dr. J. Robison

reported on the Medical Geography and

Climatology of the Southern Rocky Moun-

tain region. Dr. G. S. Campbell reported
on the Medical Geography and Climatology
of the Northern Rocky Mountain region.

COUNTY HOSPITAL.

It has been decided to add three mem-
bers to the visiting board of this hospital,

in order to provide room for three repre-
sentatives of the Women's Medical College
who are to be placed thereon. The ap-

pointees are Drs. S. H. Stevenson, M. J.

Mergler and D. W. Graham. The Ben-

nett Medical College has made application

for certain of the wards to be placed under

eclectic control.

CHICAGO MEDICAL SOCIETY.

A well attended meeting of this society

was held May 1, 1882, at the Grand Pacific

Hotel. An exhaustive paper on "Malarial

Catarrhal Otitis" was read by Dr. F. C.

Hotz, which will appear in the Review.

Dr. Clark took the position that the cases

cited scarcely sustained the position taken

bv Dr. Hotz, that malaria produced aural

symptoms of the nature of those charged
to it. Dr. E. J. Gardiner cited cases tend-

ing to support the position taken in the

paper. Dr. S. J. Jones claimed that ma-

laria only complicated many cases of otitis

as it did other diseases. He was inclined

to believe that quinine might produce dan-

gerous results in aural disease. Drs. Rosa

Engert, W. T. Montgomery, J. H. Hollis-

ter and E. Injrals made remarks of like

tenor, after which the discussion was closed

by Dr. Hotz. Dr. W. P. Verity read a
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paper on "Insanity from Traumatism in its

Medico-Legal Relations." The doctor

made the following quotations: Maroe*

Bays, concerning the psychoses prod

by traumatism: "In the greater number of

these patients the mental disease assumes

an illy-defined form, offering irregular al-

ternations of stupor, agitation, and imper-

fect lucidity, without systematized delirious

ideas, but recovery is never complete, and

the patient becomes progressively de-

mented." Francis Skae says, thai "Trau-

matic insanity is generally .characterizt

the commencement by maniacal excitement,

varying in intensity and character. The

excitement is succeeded bv a chronic con-

dition, often lasting many years, when the

patient is irritable, suspicious, and danger-
ous to others. In many such eases distinct

homicidal impulses exist. The character-

istic delusions of this form of insanity are

those of pride, self-esteem and suspi

melancholia being but rarely present. This

form is rarely recovered from, and has a

tendency to pass into dementia and ter-

minate fatally by brain disease. That the

symptoms, progress and termination of

this insanity are distinctive and character-

istic to enable it to be considered as a dis-

tinct type of disease." Krafft-Ebing

"classifies insanity from traumatism as it

is: First: The direct consequence of an

accident. Second: Manifested later, the

prodromus of disordered motor and sensory

phenomena and change of character. Third:

preceded by a latent susceptibility (the re-

sult of the accident), which may be called

an acquired predisposition, and which only

requires an exciting cause to develop into

actual insanity." Schlager, in a very val-

uable article on this subject, gives the fol-

lowing statistics and opinions: Of five

hundred cases of insanity, he found forty-

nine resulting from injury to the skull.

In twenty-one of these the injuries was

followed by immediate loss of conscious-

ness; in sixteen by simple mental confu-

sion and wandering of the thoughts; in

sixteen by dull pain in the head; in nine-

teen the disease,insanity, commenced within

one year after the accident; the other cas

after an interval of from four to ten years

after the accident. Generally the patients

manifested from the time of the injury a

tendency to cerebral congestion, after the

ingestion of even a small amount of spirits,

or, mental excitement. In several caE

ocular hyperesthesia and even amblyopia
made iu appearance. In fifteen cases there

appeared, shortly before and during the

existence of the cerebral disorder, scotomic

dots, which exerte 1 a decided influence on

the character of the delirium. The patient

often experienced ringing and noises in tic-

ear's. In eighteen cases there was dullness

of hearing; in three, abnormal subjective

perceptions of smell, and changes in the

pupils. Frequently the character and dis-

position changed. In twenty cases great

irascibility and an angry, passionate man-

ner, even to the most violent outbursts of

temper, was remarked. Sometimes, but

far less frequently, there occurred over-

estimation of self, prodigality, restlessness,

and disquietude. In fourteen cases there

were attempts at suicide, andjfrequent loss

of memory and confusion. The prognosis

in all was unfavorable; seven [became pro-

gressively pare
ICiernan says: That traumatism produces

certain psychoses. That the majority of

these are unaccompanied by epilepsy. That

the majority have a tendency to end in

progressive paresis. That a large propor-

tion are accompanied by depressing delu-

sions. That the majority of these latter do

not exhibit any {hereditary taint. That,

with certain modifications,^Krafft-Ebing's

conclusions respecting
the traumatic psy-

choses are correct. jTnat injuries received

before the age of forty are probably of

more effect in producing insanity than those

received subsequently. That slight inju-

ries, from the insiduous nature of the

change- they set up, are as much to be

dreaded, if not more, than the grave in-

juries. That traumatic causes did not have

as much influence in the production of in-
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sanity as intimated by Srhliiger, he finding

that over eight per cent, of the cases were

caused by traumatism, while at the New
York City Asylum for the Insane but two

per cent, were so caused. That certain

cases of insanity caused by traumatism

have well-marked systematized delusions.

That in all rases of insanity caused by
traumatism a guarded prognosis should be

given. Ih> cited a case coming under his

own observation in which after an injury to

the skull, marked change of character re-

sulted, attended by hallucinations, prodi-

gality and violence. The man committed

suicide and Dr. Verity was called on to

determine whether such suicide was an in-

sane act, and gave it as his opinion that it

was. Dr. Ingals asked if suicide was ever

a sane act? Dr. Kiernan said that it very

frequently was, and cited a case where a

man committed suicide because he was

afflicted with rectal cancer. Dr. Engert
asked whether the hereditary taint in the

case cited was not sufficient to produce the

insmity? Dr. Verity said that it no doubt

acted as a predisposing cause, but the trau-

matism was the exciting cause. Dr. J. H.

Hollister related a case where a young man
was struck on the head became insane

within a year thereafter, and finally died

in an asylum, forty-three years after the

injury. Dr. Kiernan said that he thoroughly

agreed with Dv. Verity's diagnosis. The
cases cited from him had a tangible a?tio!o2"-

ical relation to traumatism, and were not of

the post hoc, ergo propter hoc nature of the

asylum reports. The session concluded

with the appointment of a committee to

examine into tin- advisability of leasing a

hall for the regular meetings, as the attend-

ance is becoming so large that the commo-
dious hotel parlors are too contracted.

The Georgia Medical Association held

its thirty-third Annual Session, April 19,

in Atlanta.

Dr. James R. Wood, Emeritus Professor

of Surgery in 15 dlevue Hospital Medical

College, died May 4, 1882.

ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

AMYL NITRITE IN THE NEUROSES.
BY JAMES G. KIKHNAN, M. D., CHICAGO, ILL,

This drug has been for a long time be-
fore the profession. Its very rapid action
has led to a rather unwarranted caution in

its use. Many a practitioner who would
not hesitate to use hypodermics of morphia
in hystero-epilepsy would refrain from the
use of amy! nitrite under these circumstan-
ces. That amy] nitrite might produce se-

rious results in case of fatty heart there
can be no doubt, but this contra-indication
is one which may easily be guarded against.
It is true that no accidents have been re-

ported from the use of the drug, but in case
of any atheromatous change in the cere-

bral arteries apoplexy might occur. In the

subjects to whom the practitioner is called

upon to administer the drug, such condi-

tions are not likely to be found. The un-
warranted prejudice against the drug is

therefore to be traced to its peculiarly in-

stantaneous effect; the suddenness of

which too often and unnecessarily alarms
both patient and physician.

Before proceeding to the neuroses, prop-
erly so-called, it may be of interest to ex-

amine as to the effects which have been
found to result from this drug in certain

cases of poisoning, or of collapse or allied

conditions from other causes. Dr. Kirn *

and Dr. Koehler**has found that amyl nitrite

is of marked benefit in collapse from post
partum haemorrhage. The hemorrhage
ceases at once permanently. Dr. Lauder
Brunton f believes that in all cases of drown-

ing, hanging or fainting, anyl nitrite should
be administered by means of artificial res-

piration, lie believes it also might be used

along with the cord test in ascertaining the
existence or non-existence of death. Dr.

W. E. Saunders ff claims marked benefit

from amy] nitrite in the collapse at times

resulting from the cold stage of a<rue. The
remedy exerts an almost immediate and

very marked effect in this condition. Dr.

Hugo Engel \ claims good results from

amyl nitrite in convulsions where there is

a general paleness of the surface indicating
almost a tetanus of the arterioles. Dr. Van
Krmingham \\ claims that amyl nitrite is

British Medical Journal, November 1, 1879.
** Alleemeine MediciniBChe Central Zeitnng, Novem-

ber l 1870.

t British Medical Journal, .Tune 5, 1879.

t+The Practitioner.

% Philadelphia Medical Times, January 4. 1879.

XX Bulletin Oener.ile de Theratjeutique, 1877.
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indicated in First: Syncopal accidents,
comatose conditions and those conditions

which are characterized by feebleness

or cardiac weakness with anaemia or venous

congestion of the cerebro-spinal centres.

Second: Diseases characterized by spasm
of the \essels. Third: Diseases character-

ized by spasm of the voluntary or involun-

tary muscles. Fourth: Diseases charac-

terized by extreme elevation of temperature.
Its employment is contra-indicated in aged
persons or those who present cardiac or

vascular alterations, and also in recently
delivered plethoric females. Dr. Dujardin-
Beaumetz * claims that amy! nitrite is of

marked benefit in the syncope, vertigo or

pulmonary angina resulting from affecti

of the aortic orifice. He gives from five to

ten drops by inhalation. Dr Robert Barnes
** claims that amyl nitrite is of marked
value in combating strychnine poisoning.
It should be administered whenever I

twitching or facial expression indicated the

onset of a tetanic spasm. He has likewise

found it of value in puerperal convulsions,
and in combating irregular uterine con-

tractions, whether produced by ergot or

occurring: without the use of oxytocics.

Dr. E. A. de Callhoi t claims that amyl
nitrite is of marked benefit as a temporary
stimulant in collapse from disease, and is

of benefit in producing subsequenl euthan-

asia. Dr. Lyman \\ has used amyl nitrite,

with marked effect in the collapse i cca-

sioned by the withdrawal of opium from

opium eaters. It has been of marked ben-

efit in combating: the resultant insomnia.

Dr. Testa
§
claims after forty four exper-

iments on animals, that amyl nitrite is worse
than useless in chloroform poisoning, since

it intensifies the dangers of that anaesthetic,
and there is no antagonism between the

drugs. My own experience with the drug
began in L875. It was at that time highly
recommended in the status epil.epticus, and
in my experience fully deserved the recom-
mendation. There were few cases of the

status epilepticus which did not yield to

the administration of from fifteen to twenty-
five minimis of the amyl nitrite. Dr. Mc-

Bride, of Wauwatossa, Wisconsin, has had

very similar results. In many cases where
a lengthened aura existed, it was possible to

ward off an attack for a considerable time.

How much of this was due to the direct

*L"TJnion Medicate, January 29. 1681.
** Canadian Journal of the Medical Science?. May 1888.

t St. Louis Clinical Record, Volume VI. p. 177.

tt Quarterly Journal of Inebriety, 1874.

§ Gazette Medica Italiana, November 5, 1881.

influence of the remedy and how much to

its psychic influence could not be deter-

mined. Certainly this must have been con-

siderable. Epileptics improve under any
new treatment whatever be its nature, and
this improvement must be especially great
in the case of a remedy producing so rapid
marked vaso-motor changes. Still there

can be but little doubt thai directly the

remedy exerted a great influence. In the

epileptiform, convulsions of progressive

paresis il was, as had been suggested by
:;:

1 )i . Spitzka, decidedly contra indicated. In

four cases of hystero-epilepsy, I have found
it of marked benefit. In all four there was
a marked neuropathic diathesis, and I have

no doubt that the seat of the bysteria was
the brain rather than the uterus or ovaries.

In two of these cases the drug appeared to

have a marked influence on existing dys-
menorrhcea. Dr. Pallen ** has had similar

is from amyl nitrite. The amy] was

given in three to five drop inhalations dur-

ing the epileptiform attacks, just preceding
menstruation, and during its progi
A good means of administering a relatively
exact dose of the drug in epilepsy and

hystero-epilepsy, is by means of the pallets
devised by 1 )r. T. A. McBride, of New York,

in epilepsy, we are met with doubts
as to how tiie drug acts, whether directly

by virtue of its therapeutic properties or

through its in Hue! ice on the mind; the mat-
ter is of no great consequence. The ques-
tion in hysteria is to make a profound
impression on the nervous system, and in no

way can this be accomplished as rapidly or

as effectually. There may be as many
miracles worked by amyl nitrite as wen- in

old days by virtue of profound religious
and other impressions. The patient should
be prepared to expect very sudden action

and prompt results otherwise she may con-
ceive a dislike for the drug: on account of
its instantaneous action. Of course if the

physician have full control of his patient,
this dislike will be a very potent method
of treatment. The drug might be found
of avail in the prevention of deaths from
starvation in the cases of hysteria, known
as "

fasting girls," who have become un-

pleasantly numerous in these days of pro-
fessional credulity respecting the Tanner
and Griscom fiascos. By persistent use of
the drug the objection of the patient to

open her mouth and take food might be

* Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, 1877, paee.
268.

•Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, 1877, p. 463.
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overcome directly, and by the action of the

drug on the mental Btate of some of these

patients who are really cases of hysteria,

complicated by melancholia.

In melancholia the drug is of decided

benefit, as the condition of the cerebral

circulation which it produces, and the con-

dition produced by the disease are just op-

posed. Acting on the suggestion of Dr.

E. C. Spitzka* 1 have given nitrite of

amyl, not only in melancholia but in the

oataleptoid condition of katatonia.f Among
the eases of interest may lie cited the fol-

lowing: A case was admitted to the New
York City Asylum, in marked condition of

exaltation from which he passed into one

of depression; on being urged to answer

three or four simple questions, replied

slowly, and with difficulty. He suffered

from extreme depression and depressing
delusions. He looked puzzled when asked

how long he had been in the asylum, and

passed into a cataleptoid condition, exhib-

ited wax-like mobility of the highest de-

gree, his pupils being also widely dilated.

I'pon the inhalation of ten drops of amyl
nitrite, his condition changed almost in-

stantaneously. His pupils contracted, he

become communicative and perfectly ra-

tional, and he expressed astonishment at

the change in such a short time. Subject-

ively a feeling of well being was felt, and
he denied the previous existence of de-

pressing delusions. This plan of treatment

was persisted in and the patient finally re-

covered. The use of amyl nitrite has also

been attended by similar results in the

hands of Dr. Seguin.ff Taking all these

facts into consideration, it would seem
that the present prejudice against amyl
nitrite, is not well founded.

Ugly Physicians axd Diagnosis.—
According to a local paper, a man died in

Minnesota from what was pronounced to

be leprosy by physicians of the most hid-

eous appearaic . What the appearance
of the physicians had to do with the diag-

nosis, the paper does not state.

Entropion.—According to a Canadian

candidate for a medical degree (Canadian
Journal of Medical Sciences, May, 1882,)

entropion is an excessive and insane desire

for sexual intercourse.

• Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, 1877, p. 505.

Journal of Insanity, July. 1877.

tt Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease 187", p. 506.

CORUESPOXDENCE.

COUNT 7 MEDl GAL SOCIETY—APHASIA
—MEDICO-LEQAL SOCIETY—BRAINS
OF CRIMINAL8—Y0UD0Q DOC-

TORS.
New Fork, May 13, 1882,

The medical societies have been very
active since my last, and professional mat-
ters of interest are constantly occurring.

COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

The inquiries of Fritsch and Hitzig in

Germany, of Spitzka in the United States,

may be appended to those of Ferrier as

strong in their bearing on the theory of

muscular movements. The sterility of the

theory of localization in many of its aspects,
when tested in medical practice, is some-

thing with which its advocates have to con-

tend. Few, perhaps, ever sought more to

verify these doctrines than Dr. Rockwell in

his paper before the County Medical Society
on April 24. His records embraced eighty-
one cases of hemiplegia, of which forty-
nine were limited to the right, thirty to the

left, and two involved both sides of the

body. In one or two of these cases autopsy
had verified the diagnosis based upon the

theory of cerebral localizations; but Dr.

Rockwell was really unable to add auy
valuable demonstrative evidence from the

records of a large practice. Some pheno-
mena connected with aphasia associated

with paralysis, led him to accept the view of

Broca as to the localization of the speech
centre in the posterior portion of the third

frontal convolution of the left cerebral

hemisphere, and he gave the usual explana-
tion of the manner in which the power of

articulation is recovered in such cases, while
the right hemiplegia remains permanent.
He believes that while, owing to its su-

perior development, and to the fact that

nerve impulses originate in the left hemi-

sphere, and are repeated in the right, the

powers of articulation are temporarily sus-

pended in disease of the former affecting
the third frontal convolution, the posterior
section of the same convolution of the latter

possesses the same function as its congener.
Accepting this view, the recovery is due to

the right centre taking upon itself the

work of both. Such a transfer of function

not an uncommon thing in nervous phy-
siology had already been suggested by
Spitzka, (Journal of Nervous and Mental

Disease, 1877). There are cases, however,
in which the power of uttering or of dis-
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languishing single words is not impaired,
and the loss consists purely in suspension
of the power of oo-ordinating words into

sentences, or of understanding them when
thus co-ordinated. A celebrated lawyer in

this city was cited an example of this order
of aphasia. 11" died, and the autopsy
disclosed a small area of softening in ;

occipital lobe of the brain, far distant from
Broca's center of language. This case was
however not proof positive as a pre-mortem
bio-chemical change might have existed in

Broca's convolution and much of the reason-

ing of Dr. Rockwell was based on very
similar cases.

MEDICO-LEGAL SOCIETY.

At the regular monthlv meeting of the

Medico-Legal Society, May 3, an ''Anal-

ysis of the Mental Condition of Charles J.

Guiteau," by Dr. A. O. Kellogor, was read
for him by Dr. Hammond, who said he dis-

sented from its conclusions in every respect;
the conclusion reached being that Guiteau
"is not the divinely inspired lunatic he so

loudly claimed to be, but a depraved man
and one who comprehends fully the nature
and wrongfulness of the criminal act which
he has committed. No one has ever seen
a case of pure, acute moral insanity, and
the case of Guiteau is, as I regard it, one
of chronic progressive moral depravity of

a very low form."

Dr. E. C. Spitzka read a paper on "The
Evidences of Insanity Discovered in I

Brains of Criminals and others whose Men-
tal State has been Questioned, with Some
Remarks on Expert Testimony and the

Grappotte Case." At the outset he dis-

cussed the advisability of substituting a

judicially appointed committee of experts
for the present partisan system, and alter

describing the benefits of this plan as ap-

plied abroad, remarked,
" It is doubtful, in

view of the remarkable circumstances un-

der which colleges spring into existence,
the ease with which professorships and pub-
lishers are obtained, and the nature of the

political and financial requirements involved
in the obtaining of these and other distinc-

tions, whether we might not, by adopting
the Continental method, exchange a system,
defective and unscientific as it is, for an-

other theoretically better, but practically
more defective, more corrupt and more ob-

jectionable in every way." Admitting,

however, the need of a method of deter-

mining the value of expert opinions, he

came to a conclusion thus: "Contradic-

tory as on first sight it may seem to many,
1 regard a judicious, thorough and

perti-
nent cross-examination of tin- medical wit-
! ess as the method best calculated to Bolve
this problem." "Is there any gauge by
which the truth of an expert's 'opinion can
be tested? 1 1 an expert pronounces a boiler
safe and it soon after explodes, his opinion
shares the fate of the boiler. In like man-
ner, if an e.xpmt pronounces a criminal
sane in whose brain evidence of disease is

found in post-mortem examination, the ex-

pert can never again speak with authority.
The question naturally falls into several

sub-questions. The first is whether insanity
is always associated with visible evidences
of brain disease. The answer to this ques-
tion is, No. The second is, whether the
morbid appearances found in the brains of
insane persons are ever found in the brains
of persons known to have been sane? The
answer to this question is that some of the

appearances described by certain authori-
ties as related to insanity are found in every
sane adult, and still other of the common
findings in the insane brain are found oc-

casionally in the brains of persons of ordi-

nary soundness of mind. The third is,

whether there is any constancy in the asso-

ciation of any special disease of the brain
with special forms and stages of insanity.
The answer to this question is, that with
some forms of insanity the post-mortem
almost attains the value of an exact test

of the diagnosis, while in others it does
not. This is owing to the constancy of

certain signs of brain disease in some forms
and their inconstancy with other forms of

insanity. To be more specific in regard to

the various forms of insanity, I may repre-
sent the likelihood of finding structural

changes in the insane brain as follows: In

mania, a disease which may had to forger-
ies, thefts, extravagant expenditure and
destruction of property, though rarely to

homicide, that likelihood is as 5:100. In

acute melancholia (strictly limited), leading
to suicide, to the murder of the most cher-

ished relatives, and, in the episodial frenzy,
to attacks on strangers, it is almost zero.

In epileptic insanity, frequently responsible
for the apparently most brutal acts, it is

20:100. In monomania, which may be at

the basis of any crime, from contempt of

court and libel to the immolation of a ca-

thedral, or the nation of the ruler of

a nation on the one hand, and of insanely
fradulent or absurd contracts and insane

dispositions of property on the other, it is
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as 5: 100. In the terminal states it is as

GO: 100. In imbecility and idiocy as 80: 100.

In progressive paresis of the insane it

reaches the figure 99+: 100, and here alone

and in insanity with organic diseases does the

autopsy approximate the dignity, from

every point of view, of a scientifically pos-
itive test." Quotations from French, Ger-

man, and English authorities were given
in endorsement of these assertions.

" Summari/iim-the teachings of the master
minds in pathology, of reliable observers

generally, and my own experience," said

Dr. Spitzka, "I consider myself justified
in saying that positive and indisputable ev-

idence of insanity cannot be found in more
than thirty per cent, of the insane, that in

another thirty per cent, slight changes are

found, not differing in character, though
perhaps in extent, from what we observe
in some sane subjects, while in the remain-
der there is no visible deviation from the

normal standard of any kind. If insanity
has been set up as a defense in a criminal

trial, or advanced as a ground for voiding a

contract or breaking a will or as an expla-
nation of a suicidal act, the absence of

lesions in the brain of the deceased subject
whose mental integrity is impeached does
not weigh as a straw in the balance in fa-

vor of the contrary litigants. 1 say of in-

sanity in general: it is different with special
forms of insanity. The absence of lesions

in alleged advanced paralytic insanity, or

other insanity associated with organic lesr

ions, such as sclerosis, tumors, and menin-

gitis, would materially weaken the allega-
tion. Aside from such cases, the advantage
is apparently with the allegation of insanity,
inasmuch as the one alleging its existence

cannot be contradicted by the post-mortem
evidence, while his opponent takes the
chances of being proved in the wrong. But
this is neutralized by the fact that, impos-
sible as it is to deny the existence of acute

mania, melancholia, and monomania, on
the strength of a negative finding, it is ex-

ceptional and as difficult to establish their

previous existence by a satisfactory positive

finding, and by the further consideration
that cases of mania, melancholia, and mo-

nomania, associated with brain changes
palpable to our methods of examination,
must have been more palpable even during
life." In illustration of this position, Dr.

Spitzka cited the Grappotte case, in which

eight general practitioners in the rural dis-

tricts of New York, swore to the insanity
of a man whom they had known for years,

while one so-called expert who was an expert
simply because he had received a political
asylum appointment, swore to the contrary
after a few hours examination of the pris-
oner. The prisoner was convicted. He
committed suicide, and the autopsy showed
that the position taken by the general prac-
titioners was the correct one.
The paper created a lively discussion.

Dr. Hammond thought the change might
merely be one of functional disturbance,
not involving structure of the cells. A
woman might suffer a great emotional shock,
become insane and die, and the microscope
would leave no discernable sign of disease.
He believed in modified responsibility.
Many insane persons were just as responsi-
ble as the sane; some were partly respon-
sible; a very few wholly irresponsible.
Even the lowest idiot, as a rule, possessed
the same punishability as dogs. Dr. R. L.
Parsons agreed with Dr. Spitzka as to the
value of autopsies as a test of insanity, but
took issue with Dr. Hammond as to the

punishability of the insane. Surrogate
Calvin thought the advantage of commis-
sions of experts appointed by the bench

lay in their freedom from bias. He thought
they should be the last witnesses heard in

a trial, and should give opinions on the

assumptions held by each side. He would
be sorry to eliminate cross-examination.
He thought as experts were from the na-
ture of things irresponsible, save morally,
as they dealt in matters of opinion and

charges of perjury were impossible, all that
was needed to place their testimony on a
sound basis was to eliminate the element
of interest on one or other side. He thought
it vastly more important to medico-legal
science to determine the present condition
of the living than to rely upon an autopsy
to determine upon the mental condition of
the deceased.

Dr. Gray, of Brooklyn, thought that much
of the disrepute sometimes attached to

medical experts arose from the habit of

lawyers of distorting every point in their

own favor, irrespective of truth, and that

the present method of badgering expert
witnesses in order to distort their testimony
was infamous. Dr. Beard said that for the
first and only time in his life he agreed with
the lawyers, referring to ex-Surrogate Cal-
vin's suggestions as to the manner of ap-
pointing experts. The insane are not and
cannot be responsible or punishable for

their acts. No man can be a little crazy
any more than he can be a little dead. He
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entirely disagreed with Dr. Hammond, and
was sure the latter would, by the process
evolution, eventually come around to hia

(Dr. Beard's) opinion as to the responsibil-

ity of the insane. He made some rather

positive statements regarding the absurdity
of the use of physical evidences in insanity,
and believed that the power of controling

impulses simply morbid in sane people, was

very great. Dr. Hammond replied that

never in the whole course of his life had he

listened to so many absurd misapprehen-
sions in ten minutes'' time as had been ut-

tered by Dr. Beard. He illustrated his

views by citing several cases of morbid

impulse now under his observation. He
held that there were different degrees of

insanity, that a majority of lunatics were

responsible for their acts, and that in the

cases of persons suffering from morbid im-

pulses to take their own lives or kill other

people, the power of control of these im-

pulses was far less than was claimed by Dr.

Beard.

NEW MEDICAL COLLEGE.

It has been reported that the professors
who resigned from the Medical Department
of the New York City University, have

applied to Cornell University to establish a

medical department in New York City, and
that it is very probable that a three term

high grade college will be established in

New York, with fourteen professors and

corresponding subordinate faculty. Such
a college would soon draw to it most of the

scientific students. Dr. Sturgis has brought
suit in the name of the County Medical So-

ciety to have the charter of the United States

Medical College vacated. The institution

is suspected of Buchananistic practices, and
was illegally incorporated.

VOUDOO DOCTORS.

The colored people of Huntington, Long
Island, are much exercised over certain

allegations which have been circulated

concerning the character of two of their

number, bv a colored woman who was
taken sick some time a^o. She called in a

colored "doctor," who told her that she

had been poisoned by a mixture of dried

snakes and tree-toads powdered and put in

her food. The " doctor
"

ascertained this

fact, he says, by placing a bottle on the

woman's breast, when the snakes and toads

made their appearance in large numbers.
The two people first mentioned are charged
with causing the woman's illness. Feeling
has run so higrh against them that the col-

ored people have refused to receive com-
munion with them at the African Methodist
church in the town, fearing that the bread
and wine might he poisoned. The accused
women have begun proceedings against the

woman and the "doctor" for slander. .1.

CENTRAL ILLINOIS MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

Bloomington, Illinois, May 4, 1882.

The Central Illinois Medical Society mey
in regular annual session in this city. Ma-

3, 1882. There was a pretty large attend-

ance. In the absence of the president, Dr.

.1. Y. Campbell, of Paxton, Presided. Dr.

T. F. Worrel delivered a neat and appro-
priate address of welcome, to which a re-

sponse was made in a similar strain on
behalf of the Society, by Dr. A. H. Scott,
of Mansfield. Dr. A. L. Norris made a

very interesting report on " Pneumonia."

Through the report on "Fashion in Medi-

cine," by Dr. T. F. Worrel, ran a very
pleasant vein of satire. He alluded to the

peculiar idiocies of prescriptions, and the

t sndency that a theoretically scientific pro-

fession, shows to fol'ow blindly certain

modes of thought. The paper was dis-

cussed by Drs. Hill, Little, Barnes, Orer
and Worrell. Dr. R. Wunderlich read an

interesting and carefully prepared paper on

the "
^Etiology of Zymotic Diseases."

The Report on "Syphilis by Dr. J. L.

White contained many original ideas. The

Reprrt on " New Remedies" by Dr. H. O.

Paulding was a well-digested expose of ad-

vances in materia medica. The Report on
" Diseases of Women" by Dr. A. H. Scott,
went carefully over the subject of Gyne-
cology. Dr. W. L. Pollock read a paper
on the " Differential Diagnosis of Diphthe-
ria and Membraneous Croup

- " Dr. J. Lit-

tle read a paper on "Hernia," and dis-

cussed a new method of treatment. Dr.

S. T. Anderson delivered an address in the

evening on the subject of "Alcohol as a

Food, Beverage and Medicine," in which
he took the scientific ground that alcohol

really a food. Dr. A. T. Barnes read

an exhaustive paper on the "
Responsibil-

ity of Insane Criminals," in which he took
a somewhat Spartan view of the subject.
The next meeting of the society will be at

Paxton. The officers elected at the pres-
ent meeting were: Dr. A. H. Scott, Presi-

dent; Dr. D. L. Jewett, First Vice-Presi-

dent; Dr. L. S.Wilcox, Second Vice-Pres-

ident; Dr. C. T. Orner, Secretary and
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Treasurer. The Board of Censors consists

of Drs. E. Wenger, W. L. Pollock and
J. Y. (

'

Ltnpbell. 1 irs. Pearman, McCaughey
and Little are to make a report on "Sur-

gery" at the next meeting. Drs. White
S. S. Baughman and E. Wenzer on "Prac-
tice." Drs. John Clouser, H. A. Winter
and D. L. Jewetton "Obstetrics." "Dr.
C. B. Johnson on " Skin Diseases." Dr.

W. Hill on "Medical Legislation." Dr.
S. M. Wylie on "Nervous and Mental
Diseases." Dr. S. M. Sims on "New Rem-
edies." Dr. N. R. Marshall on " Dis-

- of the Eye and Ear." Dr. S. H. Bir-

ney on "
Antiseptic Surgery." Drs. C. T.

Orner and W. L. Pollock on " New Dis-

coveries in Medicine and Surgery." Drs.

L. M. Dawson, J. Y. Campbell and L. S.

Wilcox on "Gynaecology." Drs. Crane,

Campbell and Wylie were elected Commit-
tee of Arrangements. The exercises were

pleasantly terminated by a banquet. The
meeting was in nearly every respect a most
decided success. Q.

PHILADELPHIA MEDICAL SOCIETIES-

Philadelphia, May 13, 1882.

The death of the patient of Dr. Living-
ston's asylum alluded to in my last letter.

has been found to be due not to maltreat-
ment but t<> a physical disease independent
of treatment. The case has called attention
to the extreme laxity of the laws respecting
lunatic asylums a certificate from a single
physician being sufficient to incarcerate

patients for an indefinite period. Dr. Griffin

has been found guilty of causing the death
oi the patient reported in the last number
of the Review, and has been placed in the

Pennsylvania Bospital for the Insane the
incarceration being fully warranted by his

mental condition.

At a recent meeting of the Philadelphia
County Medical Society, the question of

admitting women to membership in the

society was brought up in a practical form

by placing before the society as candidates
five ladies, who met the approval of the
Board of Censors. At a previous largely
attended meeting it had been decided that
women were eligible as members of the

society. The Board of Censors, however,
claimed that females were not eligible as

members, and offered an amendment to the

by-laws of the society inserting "or she"
after the words "he," wherever that oc-
curred. This amendment was not agreed
to; the Society, however, stultified itself

by black-balling every one of the lady

candidates. At the College of Physicians,
Dr. George C. Harlan reported two well

described cases of congenital irideremia.
In one case lamellar cataract existed; in the
other there was a dislocated cataractous
lens. Numerous hypotheses have been

suggested to account for its o 'currence, but
most of them are more fanciful than phi-
losophical, and perhaps none of them are
more rational than that maintained long
ago by Von Amnion, who, in view of the
late appearance of the iris, after the cho-
roid is fully formed, considered its absence
as simply the result of an arrest of devel-

opment of the uveal tract. It is a curious
fact that this anomaly is almost invariably
symmetrical. According to Manz (Hand-
buch fUr Augenheilkunde II. p. 00), but
one case has been reported in which it oc-

curred in one eye only. Another point of

interest in the history of this defect is its

decided tendency to hereditary transmis-
sion. A number of cases of inheritance
have been reported; one (quoted from Von
Amnion by Lawrence) in which one mem-
ber of the first generation was affected,
three of the second, and five of the third.

The coincidence of cataract with iridere-

mia is not constant, as cases are recorded
in which the lens was transparent. One is

reported by Dr. Reuling (xinierican Jour-
nal of Medical Sciences, January, 1875), in

which vision was sufficiently acute to ena-
ble the observer to determine that the

p >wer of accommodation was unimpaired.
As explicatory of certain reported cases of

partial irideremia, the observation of Dr.
\V. F. Morris on these two rases are of in-

terest. He says:
"
Through the kindness

of ])r. Harlan, 1 have had an opportunity
of making an examination of the patients
whose cases have been described. On first

inspection of one of the cases, 1 thought I

could detect a slight peripheral remnant of
the iris, but more careful examination,
aided by the ophthalmoscope (oblique light),
showed that every vestige of iris was want
ing, that this appearance was due to the
shadow cast by the limbus conjunctivae
cornea? on the periphery of the anterior

chamber." Many cases are thus explained.

Ai i ORDING to an exchange, anyone who
can write a prescription for Spts. Vini

Gallici can practice medicine in Maine.

A FEMALE physician of Indiana has been

sued for malpractice, by a man whom she

treated for a fracture of the thigh.
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ink. or the Pathology and Treatment of
Internal Diseases; ByAlonzoB. Palmer,M.D. LL. D., Detroit, Michigan. Vol-
ime I. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1882; \Y. T. Keener, Chica

This is the first volume of a new Ameri-
can candidate for medical favor. The au-
thor claims that a work of the present kind is

indicated since most of the works of pra
tice are based e*ther on Kuropean experi-
ence or on the results of hospital practice
among the semi-pauper hospital ,•].

'"Tins work." h,- claims,
" has been pre-

pared from the standpoint of an American
physician whose practice for years has been
m a

village and farming- population, who
has become familiar with diseases in their

beginning as well as in their advano •

1

>tages, both in a country and city practice
more in the \Ye>t, but also in the Kast, in
the army during the late war as well as in
civil life, from the standpoint of one who
for years has been engaged in public clini-
cal and hospital as well as private practice.''
This certainly does not err on the side of

modestyan I, perhaps unintentionally, casts
somewhat of a slur on other American phy-
sicians who have written works on the prac-
tice of medicine. The present volume is

devoted to " General Pathologv and Ther-
apeutics/" Under which head is included
reierence to inflammation from a pathoL _

ical and therapeutical standpoint, pyrexia,
infectious poisons, and minor diseases. This
portion of the book contains a mass of non-
essential detail on physics, etc. The au-
thor makes some rather erroneous state-
ments in the portion devoted to pyrexia,
for he says, '-Jf the temperature of the
blood falls belo%vninety-t wo degrees except
in rare cases of poisoning by alcohol, where
recovery has taken place, after the temper-
ature had reached ninety degrees, death
occurs. Lowenhardt and Zenker have both

reported cases in which the temperature
fell below ninety degrees, there being no
alcoholic poisoning, without serious results
Wood's researches on fever are passed by
without mention. The subject of the spe-
cial fevers is very thoroughly dealt with in

the section on "
Particular

"

General Dis-
eases.'

1

That material changes in the brain
or spinal cord are necessary to produce
nervous and mental symptoms during fever
has certainly not been shown. There is a

little pandering to the total abstinence fa-

natics in the section on thirst, which is

somewhat out of place in a scientific work.
section on the treatment of fevers con-

tain much that i> valuable, but would gain
much by con lensation. The section
malaria! lever- is in many respects practi-
cal, and up to the times. The section on

relapsing, typhoid and
typhus fevers d

not contain anything calling for mention,
which may also be said of the section on
diphtheria, small-pox, varicella, measles,
rothel, scarlatina and cholera. The re-

of Schmidt are totally ignored.
The sections on erysipelas, pyaemia, septii
mia, purpura and' haunatophilia, are

j
i

about up to the average of the remarks on
these diseases found in most works on
practice. The sections on leucocytbaemia,
simple anaemia and chlorosis, are somewhat
meagre. Of the sections ot Addison's dis-

ease, much the same might be said. The
sections on diabetes mellitus and insipidus,
c mtain a fairresume of existing knowledg
on the subject, but nothing specially
mal. On the sections on dropsy/ gout,
rheumatism, the same criticism can°with

justice be made. The sections on stoma-
titis, noma, cynanche and diseases of the
throat are pithy and practical. The same
remark can be mad- with justice respectil
the diseases of the stomach and .esophagus.
The treatment of the subject of dyspepsia
is rather meagre, and at the same time
rather voluminous. The section- on diseases
of the intestines are about up to the aver-

age of the sections in the book. The sub-
ject of lead poisoning is by no means ex-

haustively discussed. The same remark
will apply to the sections on diseases of
the liver, which are the

closing ones of the
volume. The author's style is somewhat
too diffuse. The Latinity of most of his

prescriptions could readily be improved.
The book is certainly inferior in conciseness
to Bartholow. In clearness it is not com-
parable to the work ot Watson. In some
respects the present volume is superior to
certain sections of Flint's work, but falls
far below the standard of the others. The
book is very well issued, as might have
been expected from its publishers.

Dr. Duhring's book, Diseases of the

•Skin, has been translated into Italian.

There are now six medical journals

published in the Japanese languages in

the cities of Japan.
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Nervous Diseases; Their Description and

Treatment. A Manual for Students and

Practitioners of Medicine. By Allan

McLane Hamilton, M. D. Second Edi-

tion. Revised and Enlarged. Philadel-

phia: H. C. Lea's Son and Co., 1881.

Tliis is the second edition of a book

which has been outrageously praised by
certain journals which have never read it

on the well-known principle that to read a

book destroys the impartiality of the re-

viewer. In the preface the author seizes

the opportunity to thank his impartial re-

viewers: the reviewers aforesaid being evi-

dently intended as the recipients of the

thanks. The first edition of the book has

already been made the basis of a suit for

plagiarism. In consequence of this, Dr.

Hamilton has endeavored to remove all

traces of the author plagiarized, from the

present volume. There were some comical

mistakes in the orthography of the names
of foreign neurologists, and these errors

received some attention by the reviewers

of the Journal of Nervous and Mental Dis-

ease, and the Richmond and Louisville Med-
ical Journal. It is just the errors that these

reviewers grew tired of pointing out which
remain in the present volume. Not to cite

others, Westphal is in several places gen-

erously made the recipient of a second 1,

in his name. The citations from various

authorities are a profound and dubious
mixture of several languages, English at

times predominating. The book, taken alto-

gether, isa mixture of confused diagnosis,and
dubious pathological anatomy, couched in

v< rv bad English. It is one of those trea-

ties which insult the general practitioner

'aiming to be especially written for

him, and which are only published by dint

of the personal influence of the author.

There is really no reason for a second e ii-

tion of the book.

De La Lithotritie Rapide. Par Dr. Re-

liquet, Paris, Adrien Delahaye et Emit

Lecroisnier, 188
-

J.

This book of eighty pages contains an

interesting: account of a method of litho-

trity devised by Dr. Rehquet, containing
fidl descriptions and illustrations of the

operation itself, and certain instruments

invented by Dr. Reliquet for it. There is

a full account of the various appara-
tuses and instrum mts devised by different

authors, including an appreciative descrip-
tion of Bisfelow's method. The book is

very well printed, and well i.lustrated.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Dr. Morvan Lannilis, France, Myxoedema, in

Lower Brittany. Reprinted from tlie Gazette

Hebdomadaire de Medecine et de Chirurgie.

Win. Qoodell. M. D., Philadelphia, Penn. Ex-

tirpation of the Ovariesfor Insanity. Reprinted
from tbe Journal of Insanity, April, 1882.

John P. Gray, M. D., Utica, New York. Opinion
as to the Sanity of Charles J. Guiteau, Wash-

ington, 1882.

F. Crosby Co , New York. Vitalized Phosphates-

Reprinted from the New York Medical Jour-

nal and Obstetrical Review, March, 1882.

THE ARMY.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties

of Officers of the Medical Department United
States Army, from April 14, 1882, to April 28.

1882.

Gardner, W. H., Captain and Asst. Surgeon. His

assignment to duty at Fort McKavett, to relieve

Surgeon Waters, revoked, and to report to the

Commanding Officer, Fort Davis, Texas, for

duty as Post Surgeon. S. O. 38, Dept. of Tex-

as, April 14, 1882.

Lauderdale, J. V., Captain and Asst Surgeon.
Par. 1, S. O. 47, c. s., from these Headquarters,
in regard to him, revoked; and he will proceed
to Fort Sully, D. T., and report to the Com-

manding Officer of that Post for duty. S. O.

59, Dept. of Dakota, April 13, 1882.

Byrne, Chas. B., Captain and Asst. Surgeon,

"(Ft. Barrancas, Fla.) Assigned to temporary
duty at Mt. Vernon Bks., Ala., during absence

ef Asst. S H-geon Cunnimrham. S. O. 41, Dept.
of the South, April 12, 1882.

Brown, P. R
, Captain and Asst, Surgeon. To be

relieved from duty in Dept. of Texas, on re-

ceipt of this order, to proceed to New York
City, and on arrival report by letter to the Sur-

geon General. S (). 88, A G. O., April 17, 1883.

Finley, J. A., Captain and Asst. Surtreon. Re-

lieved from duty at Fort Concho, Texas, and

assigned to duty as I 'est Surgeon at F. rt Mc-

Kavett, Texas, relieving Surgeon Waters. S.O.

38, c. s., Dept. of Texas.

Maus, L. M ., Captain and Asst. Surgeon, bav-

in.: reported at these Headquarters, will pro-

ceed to Fort Lewis, Colo., and report to the

Commanding Officer for duty. S. O, 86, Dept.
of the -Missouri, April 24, 1882.

Kiihourne, II. 8., Captain and Asst. Surgeon
having reported in person at these Eeadquar-
ters, will proceed to Fort Shaw, Mont. T. and

report to the Commanding officer of that Post
for duty. S. O. 60, Dept. of Dakota, April 14,

1882.

Porter, Jos. Y., Captain and Asst. Surgeon.
_

His
leave of absence for one month granted him in

S. G. 82, Dept. of the South, March 14, 1882,
extended one month with permission to apply
for a further extension of twenty days. 8. O.

17, Mil. Division of the Atlantic, April 25,1882
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From the London Medical Record, March 15, 1879.

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT.
Trommer's Malt Extract is a preparation which has been received with considerable favor both in Ger-

many and in America, and is now being introduced into this country. The malt extract of this kind

of an unfermented preparation of malt, and containing carbo-hydrates, malt-sugar and dextrine, which

take the place in therapeutics which has hitherto been essentially filled by cod-liver oil, while from the

fact that these carbo-hydrates are combined with diastase, with phosphates, and with the bitter principle

of hop, it has many advantages over cod-liver oil in respect to its power of aiding digestion. Thus the

preparation is not only in itself nutritive,, but also tonic, and has the power of increasing the gastric

secretion, and of rendering starch digestible through the medium of its diastase, which converts it into

glucose. A great number of eminent practitioners abroad, including, indeed, most of the leading teachers,

speak of it in the highest terms, and independently of the obvious merit of its composition, there is in its

favor a mass of clinical evidences, which should certainly secure for it an extensive trial in this country.

From the British Medical Journal, April 19, 1879.

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT.
This extract of malt has obtained a very large celebrity, and has come into very extensive use in the

United States, where, indeed, it has become an article of almost daily use in professional practice. Malt

extracts of the kind, consisting of the soluble constituents of barley malt, not fermented, appear to

have considerable value in maintaining and strengthening nutrition. They are rich in malt sugar, dex-

trine and diastase. Hoppe-Seyler points out that, while the dextrine possesses the property of increas-

ing the activity of the gastric secretion, and the diastase assists in converting starch into glucose and

dextrine, the malt extract includes also a combination of malt sugar, alkalies and phosphates, which to-

gether make it a nutrient and medicinal agent of great value. There is, indeed, an accumulation of

considerable clinical evidence that malt extract is capable of taking the place of cod-liver oil, to a iarge

extent, in the treatment of phthisis and other wasting diseases. In Zimesson's Cyclopaedia, vol. xvi, it

is said to almost entirely have taken the place of cod-liver oil at the Basle Hospital, without any reason

having been found as yet for returning to the latter remedy.

From the IiOndon Lancet, January 25, 1879.

IMPROVED EXTRACT OF MALT, consisting of the Soluble Constituents of the best

Canada Malt. (The Trommer Extract of Malt Co., Fremont, Ohio.)

We find that this extract converts starch into glucose and dextrine rapidly and in large quantity. In

flavor it is excellent, and we have, therefore, no hesitation in praising it highly. Malt extract seems to

be steadily increasing in favor for diseases involving impaired nutrition; but its preparation requires great

care, as it is easy, in making it, to destroy its activity as a starch-converter, and so render it nearly useless.

The malt extract is supplied in various forms: for example, the simple, for nutrient purposes, with cod-

liver oil (which it disguises pleasantly), with the hypo-phosphite, and with iron.

From the London Chemist and Druggist, February 15, 1879.

Trommer's Extract of Malt is one of the best of the various preparations of a similar character. It is of

the consistence of honey or treacle, and has a pleasant flavor, rendered slightly bitter by the addition of hop.

Professor Redwood finds Trommer's Extract has all the power of acting on amylaceous bodies which dias-

tase possess©*, and he considers the preparation has been made with #reat care and judgment.
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SCOTT S EMULSION
PURE COD LIVER OIL,

With HYPOPHOSPHITES of LIME and SODA
PERFECT,

The high character and wide reputation Scott's Emulsion
bu attained through the agency of the -Medical Profession, and
ihe hearty support they have given it since its first introduc-

tion, is a sufficient guarantee of its superior virtues. The
. iuims we have made as to its permanency, perfection, and

we believe have been fully sustained, and we
an positively assure the profession tnat its high staudard of

excellence wul i><-iully maintained. We believe the profession
will bear ns out in the statement ihat no combination has pro-
duced as L'ood results in the wasting disorders incident to

I nddhood, in the latter as well as in the
incipient stages of

Phthisis, and in Scrofula, Anaemia, ana General Debility. We
wouKl respect fu'ly a:<k the profession foi » continuance ot their

patronage, and tnc a e who have not prescribed it to give it a
trial. Samples will be furnished free upon application.
Formula.—Fifty per cent, of pure Cod Liver Oil, fi grs. of

:he Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 grs. of the Hypophosphite
of Soda to a fluid ounce,

New York, September 4, 1876.

Messrs. Scott «& Bowne. Gents: I have prescribed Scott's
Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil with llypophosphites in both pri-
vate and hospital practice, and consider it a valuable prepara-
tion. It remains as a permanent emulsion even in extremely
Lot weather, and is more palatable than any other preparation
of oil that I have need. Your*, very respectfully,

ROBERT WATTS M. D.
Pres't Medical Board Charity Hospital.

Chicago, November 7, 1878.

Messrs. Scott «fc Bowne: I have prescribed Scott's Emul-
sion of Cod Liver Oil, etc., to a considerable number of patients,
and have been much pleased with its effects. I have very rare-

9

PERMANENT. PALATABLE.
ly met with a case in which it was Indicated where it was not
taken without repuguance. It is comparatively agreeable to
the taste, is well tolerated by the stomach, and has so tar

furnished all the beneficial results expected from the combi-
nation. Respectfully yours,

,). ADAMS A.LLBN. M., D. LL. D.,
President and Professor ott he Principles and practice oi Med
iciue iu Push Medical College, Chicago, 111.

Gentlemkn: I fully concur in the above recommendation,
having used the remedy in several cases.

JOS. P. ROSS, A. M . M. D.,
Profeeeor of Clinical Medicine and Diseases ol the Chest,
Rush Medical College, Chicago, 111.

Louisville. Ky., December 7, 1878.

Messrs. Scott & Bowne: 1 have been using Scott's Emul-
sion of Cod Liver Oil with Ilypophosphites in my practice for

several years, with more satisfaction, growing out of success,
than any other preparation I have ever need. I commend it

to my classes in the University of Louisville as much as the
best article of Cod Liver Oil. Respectfully yours,

T. S. BELL.
LoursviLi.E, Ky.. January:!. 1878.

Messrs. Scott Jfc Bowne. Gentlemen: For the last fifteen

months I have used your Cod Liver Oil Emulsion, boih in

hospital and private practice, and have been greatly pleased
with its effects. It is better borne, and can lie taken for a

longer time than any other preparation of Cod Liver Oil. In
children's diseases I have found it especially valuable.

•Kill N A. OCTERLONY, M. D.,
Vis. Physician Louisville City Hospital.

SCOTT &B0WNES
PALATABLE CASTOR OIL

IN AN EMULSION.

We respectfully submit the above elegant preparation to the notice of the Profession, and desire 'hem to favor us with a trial

So far as it has been tested, it has met with their entire approval ; and we believe it is not only destined to take the place of the

crude oil, but to !» r.s'-d much ni( re extensively. In our process of emulsifying, It is not onlj /and palatable, b\\t is

deprived entirely of its griping properties. The inestimable nature of Castor Oil as a laxative and cathartic, in the varied In-

testinal derangi children, and in Diarrhoea, Colds, etc., is accepted by all, and in the pvailable form In which we pre-
a perfectly palatable mixture, deprived entirely of its nanseoas, sickening proper! les, and kindly r, ceived by the most

sensitive stomach, it must occupy the exalted position it deserves as a medicine. In its administration, it requires but very
, ittle more than the crude oil, but the i ce of the physician will soon guide him in its use. It is put up in 4 oz. bottles

that sell for 25 cents; also in quarts for physicians to prescribe as desired. Samples will be Furnished Free on Application.
Formula:—5o /«•/ cent, qf Pun Cold I'rested Castor Oil. is per cent. Chemically Pure Glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL
RHAMNUSFRANGULA.

We desire to call the attention of the Profession to this preparation, and are anxious they should give it a trial, as they will

find it as near a specific for Constipation as can be obtained. Those of the Profession that have made a trial of it endorse it

heartily, and concur unanimously in the opinion that it possesses superior virtues in all conditions that arise from Chronic Con-

stipation and Indigestion We have been led to believe, as far as we have been able to ascertain, that the German Bark—
Rhamnus Frangula—w not only more mild, but more certain and efficient iu its action than that of any other country, and we
believe he will receive, at the hands of the Profession, the favor that it certaiuly deserves. We use great care in the selection of

the bark as we find It necessary that it should be of the proper age and condition, and prepared in a very careful manner to se-

cure its true active principle. We combine it with aromaticB in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the

most sensitive stomach. We shall be very glad to furnish eamples to all physicians upon application, giving instructions

for its use, etc. Prepared by MCOTT A BOWES, JlauofacturiiiB < herniate, New York.
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To the Medical Prof: ion.

THE NERVE TONIC.
FORMULA—Celkkina is the isolated, active. >: toning principle of Celery, Coca, and

Viburnum combined in a pleasant fluid form.
DOSE—One or two teaspoonfuls three or more times a day, as indicated.
Each fluid drachm represents three and one-half grains each— Celery, Coca and Viburnum, com-

bined with Aromatics.
CELERINA is the Nerve Tonic sansfareil. It refreshes the tired brain, and imparts tone and

vigor to the entire nervous system; therefore, it is of the utmost value in Nervous Exhaustion, Sexual
Debility, Paralysis, Dysmenorrhea, Spermatorrhea, Hysteria, Chorea, Weakness of old age, and all

languid conditions of the system.
After giving "Celerina" a fair trial, I have foun d that

tie a Nerve-Tonic and Vital Reconetructor, it is what It

claims to be. L. Ch. Boislinierb, M. D , LL. D.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louie Med-

ical College.)

Office, 3043 Eaeton Avenue, St, Lonis, Mo.
J. C. Richardson, Chemist, City:
After giving "Celerina" a full and fair trial, am pre-

pared to recommend it most favorably ae a Nerve-Tonic,
to the medical profeeeion.
March 1

,
1 888. J. Q. Parribh, A. M., M. P.

I haw prescribed "i'elerina" in cases of weak, tired

and nervous men and women, with satisfaction. It is a

powerful and refreshing tonic, lasting in its effects.

Geo. C. Pitzer. M. D.

(Prof. Practice of Medicine, American Medical College,
St LoniB. )

I can bear favorable testimony to the value of "Celer-
ina" in nervous affections.

219 N. 14tn St.. Louis. Chas. A. Ware, M. P.

St. Louis, March 6, 1882,

J. C. Richardson, Chemist:
I have used jour sample of "Celerina'" thet you sent,

and found it a flue remedy in all nervous troubles, and
will take great pleasure in recommending it to the pro-
fession. Respectfully,

304? Easton Avenue. W. S. Barnes, M. D.

I lave been usirg "Celerina" with grand success in

my practice. I find there is nothing better in the treat-

ment of Im potency, etc.

Chicago, 111- E. N. Fishblatt, M. D.

I am having good results from "Celerina'" in weakness
o; the generative organs in males and also find it an ex-

cellent general nerve-tonic.

St. Panl, Minn. Jay Owens, M. D.

I have extensively prescribed "Celerina" for spermat-

orrhoea, irapotencv, and other diseases of the sexual or-

gans, and it has never failed in doing more than all other

remedies. I cheerfully recommend it to the profession.

North Platte, Neb. N. F. Donaldson, M. D.

I have need "Celerina" in two cases of mental depres-

sion caused bv sexual exhaueiion and have found the re-

sults very satisfactory. I can give the same favorable

report in two cases of "Opium Habit."

Litchfield, III. Chas. Zoller, M. P.

I have given "Celerina" a fair test in two cases of de-

bility resulting from sexual excess, and am much pleas-

ed with it- action. In one of the cases, the Dyspepsia,

st
Lonis, Mo., 900 North 19th St., I 382.

Elaving given ''Cblirina" a fair trial, I and that axn
Nero -Tonic and Vital Reconetructor it Is what is claim
fd for it. James OGallakher, M. P.

-
Louis, February 27, 1882.

J. C. Richardson, Ch Mo.
Dear Sir:— I have used your "Cki.kkina" with good re-

sults in weakness of the male generative organs, aud I

also find it to bean excellent general nerve tonic.

Respectfully, J. II. Leslie. M. P.

As a nerve-tonic "Cblbrina" has few equals and no su-
periors J. H. McIntyre, M. D

Surgeon in charge of St. Louis Pree Dispensary
Office. 614 Olive Street.

St. Louis, March 8, 18£
J. C. Rk hardson, Esq., Manf'g Chemist, City.
My Dear Sir:—Having thoroughly tested the merits ol

"Celerina,.' both in clinical and private practice, I take
pleasure in stating that it is snpeiior to anv reim-dv ofits
class. Respectfully, P. II . CBONIR, M. P.
(Surgeon Pepartment Throat and Lungs, St. Louis Free
Pispensary.) Office, 614 Olive Street.

I have used "Celerina" in a great many neuralgic cases,
w.th satisfactory results. N. U. SMITH. M. P.

(President E. Ind. E. M. Ass'n, Lewisville, Ind.)

I have obtained the most satisfactory results from the
use of "Celerina" in my practiee. I have never prescrib
ed preparation to which I am more indebted.
Kingston, Miss. I:. Dabbtnston, M. P.

s .

I have used "Celerina" in a case of general debility,
caused by sexual excess, mid the patient has greatly im
proved under its use.

Chandlerville, III. N. S. Read, M. P.

I have prescribed "Celerina"" in my practice and find it

to be asupenor nerve-ionic, and take pleasure in recom-
mending to the profession.
Fooeland, 111. H. L. Hariss. M. P.

I have fully tested the merits of "Celerina."' having
used some 36 bottles in my praeth e. in cases of iN'-'voos
Prostration and General Pebility. It has met every indi-
cation of a nerve-tonic. I must say I am highly pleased
with it.

Chief. Tepn. C. H. Mcllin, M P.

|

I have used "Celerina'" with marked benefit in cases
convalescing from diphtheria. I also consider it among
our most valuable remedies for Impotency and Nervous
Prostration. Yours truly,
Chariton, Iowa. Wm. H. Gibbon, M. P.

I believe that "Celerina"" is the best nerve-tonic in use.
In one case (in which no other remedy was of benefit) a
cure was effected. My patient was grateful—so am I.

La Crosse Wis. D. F. Powell, M. P.

which was a prominent complication, was also cured by

;tguQe W. B. S.C'onnki.l. M. D.

(Professor Principles and Practice of Medicine, Joplin

(Mo.) College of Physicians and Snrgeons.)

Prepared only by

J. C- RICHARDSON, Chemist,
NT. LOIIK. >1 ISNOI III

Celerina is prepared for the use of
Physicians^,

and cm
be^fromall

repntable Pruggists, wholesale and retail,

Sa:ZCH-AJ&X>S©2T cSc CO., WHOLESALE rEtTG-SISTS.
71Q Xorth Main >»t.. P»T. LQITH.MO.

Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL REVIEW when corresponding with Advertisers.
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MINNESOTA J

r\

uu J i HOSPITAL.
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

The Session of 1881-2 commenced November 1, 1881, and will close March 24, 18S2.

The Session of 1882—3 will commence October 2, 1882 and close February 23, 1883.

This Medical College is inaugurated under the auspicies of the union with the St. Paul

Medical College, thereby securing the co-operation of this experienced corps of instruc-

tors, and the hospital advantages of Minneapolis and St. Paul combined.

The College Hospital Building*
Containing the Medical College and the Hospital is a grand edifice, containing 200

rooms, admirably located for hospital purposes, and provided with the best modern

appliances and appointments.
Five Hospitals and two Dispensaries afford abundant opportunity for clinical study.

A Thorough and Systematic Course of Instruction

"Will be given by means of recitations, didactic and clinical lectures. A three years
course is required, but students may be admitted to advanced standing by passing a

satisfactory examination in Anatomy, Physiology and Chemistry.
There will also be a preliminary examination for admission, unless the applicant has

had the benefit of a high-school education, or its equivalent.

Fees, for all Tickets and necessary dissecting material, $50.00

The Spring Session will begin April 3, and close June 30. It will be devoted to

lectures, recitations and clinical teaching, and will be an admirable preparation for the

studies of the regular session. The anatomical and chemical laboratories will be opon

during the session.

Fees, $25, including Matriculation Fee, Dissecting Material and
Laboratory Fees.

FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE.
MINNEAPOLIS.

F. A. DUNSMOOR, M. D.,
Prof, of Surgery and Dean of the Faculty.

A W. ABBOTT. M. D ,

Professor of Anatomy.
S. F. HANt'E. M. D.,

Prof, of Clinical Medicine,

A. R- BR.VKETT, M. D..
Prof, of Pathology and Demonstrator of Anatomy.

JEROME II SALISBURY. A. B., . D.
Professor of Chemistry.

M. E. WOODLINO. M. D..

Adjunct Professor of Theory and Practice:

.. BTTGBNE M. WILSON,
Professor of Medical Jurisprudence.

GEO. F. FRENCH. A. M., M. D ,

Professor of Midwifery.
C. L. WELLS, A. M., D.,

Prof, of Diseases of Children and Dermatology.
T. F. QUINBY, M. D.,

Prof, of Materia Medicu and Therapeutics.
ALFRED BRAY, M. D.,

Prof, of Toxicolo

A. B. CATES. A. M., M. D.,
Lecturer on Obstetrics.

H. J. BURNWASH, M. D.,
Professor of Hygiene

CHAS. W. DREW. Pn. D., M. D.,
Assistant to Chair of Chemistry.

JAMES QUINN, M. D..
Prof, of GenitoUrinary Diseases.

JAY OWENS, M. D.,
Piof. of Theory and Practice of Medicine.

ST. PAUL.

A. J. STONE. M. D..
Prof, of Diseases of Women.

TALBOT JONES. M. D.,
Prof, of Physiology and Histiology.

C. E. RIGGS, A. M., M. D.,
Prof, of Nervous Diseases

E. F. HORST, M.D., Prof, of Orthopaedic Surgery.

Communications may be addressed to

F. A. DUNSMOOR, Dean.

FRANCIS ATWOOD, A. M., M. D.,
Prof, of Eye and Ear.
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ALTI hE.
MALTINE is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oat*. In ite preparation the tempcra-

tnre does not exceed 150 dcg. Fahr., thereby retaining ail the nutritive and digestive agents unimpaired.
Extracts of Malt are made from Barley alone, by the German process, which directs that the mash be heated
to SIS deg. Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost Wholly destroying the starch digestive
principle, Diastase. ^

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE
MALTINE
MALTINE
MALTINE
MALTINE
MALTINE
MALTINE
MALTINE
MALTINE

(Plain
-

).

with Hops.
with Alteratives.

with Beef and Iron.

with Cod Liver Oil.

with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine.

with Hypopho8phite8.
with Phosphorus Comp.
with Peptones,

MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE wihll:

MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Phosphates Iron, (Juinia ..

MALTINE Fcrrated

MALTINE WiNE.
M ALT I H E W I N E with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTO-YERBINE.
MALTO-VIBURNIN.

MEDICAL ENDORSEMENTS.
"We append, by : on, a few names of the many prominent Members of the M'

cal Profession who are prescribing our .Maltine Preparations :

J. X.

E. S

B. F.

W. B.

B, H. D., Prof, of Surgical and M
- of Worn li. Homoeopathic .

. Cleveland, Ohio.

DR. DOBELL, London, England, Consulting Phy-
sician to Royal Hospital for Diseases of the
Cli

Bit. T. F. GRIMSBALE, Liverpool, England, Consnlt-

ing Physician, Ladies' Charity and Lying-in-
HospitaL

WM. ROBERTS. 3I.D.,F.R.f .P.. F.R.S., Manchester,
.'.and. Prof, of Clinical Medicine, Ov. i

ool of Medicine; Physician .'

Chester Royal Infirmary and Lunatic Hos]
J. C. TH0R0WG00D, M.D., F.R.C.P.. London, Eng-

land, Physician City of London 1I>

Che»t Diseases ; Physician West Loudon li «-

pitaL

W. I. PLAYFAIR, M.D.. F.R.C.P., Lon...>n. England.
Prof, of ObBtetrk Medicine in Kill'.'

-
I

and Physician foi T Women and
Children to King's Colic." Hu-pitaL

W. H. W1L8HE, M.D., F.R.C.P.. Brompton.
land, Consul'

'

i Ian Consumption II -

pital, l^ompton, and to the University College

HOBpitaL

A. WY.W WILLIAMS, M. D.. M.R.C.s.. London.

Bngland, Physician Samaritan fpital
1 a Diseases of Women and Children.

A. I . MACRAE, M.B.. Calcutta, In<l.,Dep.In?p

Hosp. Ind. Service, late Pres. Surg., Calcutta.

EDWARD SHOPPIE. M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.I .s..

London, England.
LENNOX BROWN. F.R.C.S., London. En?.. Senior

Surgeon, Central Throat and Ear HospitaL

J. CABRICK MURRAY, M. D., Ncwcastle^jn-Tyne,
England, Physician to the N. C. II. for

eases of Chest.

J. A. GRANT, M. D., F.R.C.S., Ottawa, Canada.

MALTINE is prescribed by the most eminent members of the Medical Profession

in the United States, Great Britain, India, China and the English Colonies, and is largely

used at the principal Hospitals in preference to any of the Extracts of Malt

pf-We will forward gratuitously a Mb. bottle of any of the above preparations
to Physician-, v. 1

pay the express charges. Send for our 28 page Pamphlet on Maltine for further particular-.

Address BEKD & CARXBICK.
Laeokatoet: Tonkers-on-the-Hudson. a St, New ***"

SAl'DUY, M. D.. St Louis. Mo.. Physician to

•ne Asylum, and Prof. Ni r-

- and Clinical Medicine, .'•

Medical College.

PORTER, A. M^ M. D., St. Louis, Mc.

DUNSTER, M. D., Ann Harbor, Mich., Prof.

1 Dis. Women and Children Uuh
ty and in Dartmouth College.

THOMAS H. ANDREWS, M. D.. Philadelphia,
Demonstrator of Anatomy, Jefferson Medical

College.

HAMMEL. M. D.. Philadelphia, Pa., Supr.
of the University of Penn.

PALMER, M. D., Louisville. Ky., Prof. < f

Pi, tnd Personal Diagnosis, L .-.

ty of Loui=vilie.

HUXTER McGUIRE, M. D., Richmond, Va., Pr<

.cry, Med. Coi. of Virginia.

F. A. HARDEN, M. D., Milwaukee, Wis., Boot
Phjiician, Milwaukee County HospitaL

L. P. TAXDELL. M. B., Louisville, Ky., Prof, of
• nical Medicine and Diseases of Children,

University, Louisville.

JOHN. A. LARRABEE, M. D.. Lonisville, Ky. Prof.

of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clin-

cal Lecturer on Diseases of Children ;n the

Hospital College of Medicine.

2. OGDEX DOREMUS. M. D.. L.L.D.,New York,
Prof, of Chemistry and Toxicology, Bellevue

Hospital Medical College ; Prof, of Chen
and Physics, College of the City of New York.

-LTER S. HAIXES, M. D., Chicago, 111.. Pro*
of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical

College, Chicago.
IXGALLS, A. M., M. D., Chicago. 111., Clinical

Professor of Diseases of Chett and Throat,
Woman's Medical College.

MEUMER. M. D., Montreal, Canada, Prof.

E. F.

A. A.
ria University.
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FOR PHYSICIANS USE ONLY.

OR

jFTTESI^IEID ofxttim:.
I ONTAJNS THE

Anodyne and Soporific

ALKALOIDS
CODEIA,

XARCE1A
AND

.'lOlfil'lil \.

EXCLUDES THE

Poisonous and Convulsive

ALKALOIDS
THEBAIXE.

NARCOTISE
AND

PAPAVERINE.
This article is not intended for popular use, but only on prescription of the profession. It is to

take the place of opium in cases where that drug acts injuriously.

Dr. John Harley,oi' London, in his " Old Vegetable Neurotics," details a large number of experi
ments upon the human and animal system, with six of what he considers the narcotic alkaloids. He
•concludes that although all six possess both narcotic and hypnotic properties, yet these are so varied in

degree and force, as to make their effects, when exhibited singly, very distinct from those following
their exhibition in combination.

Taking the experience of practical physicians with Dr. Harley's results, as a basis, we would group
them in the following order:

First Group.
Anodyne and Hypnotic Elements.

1 Morphia
2 Narceia.
3 Codeia.

Second Group.
Narcotic and Convulsive Elements.

1 Thebain.
2 Cryptopin.
3 Papavorin.

Now SVAPNIA is a distinctive name given to the first group, representing the Anodyne and

Hypnotic Elements; the second group, or the narcotic and convulsive elements of Opium being
eliminated; and is not, therefore, a simple principle, or a single constituent of Opium.

The relative values of each being known, we can select and utilize those that are valuable, and re-

ject those known to be deleterious and inert.

This is what we claim, and all we claim for Svapnia. It can be relied upon and given in all cases

where Opium or Morphia is indicated, with equally good effects; and in addition to this, there will be
:id in the practice of every physician, cases occurring almost every day, in which idiosyncrasy and

peculiar states and diseases of the brain debar us from the use of Opium and Morphia, but where

Svapnia can be exhibited with the happiest results.

In Svapnia. there is retained all the Morphia and the greater part of the Codeia and Narceia, but.

combined with the native acids of Opium, mecouic and thebolactic. in such a manner as to render
those constituents soluble and active.

Svapnia is uniform in its proportions, and is prepared to c< inform to a standard of Opium rep-

resenting ten per cent, of Morphia. This is done by a simple proportion of the neutral excipient,
aft.-rdetermininLr the actual amount of the alkaloids obtained from the Opium used.

We may safely affirm that the danger of bad results is much diminished by a resorl to that prepar-
ation of Opium, in which the poisonous elements are eliminated, and the anodyne elements iu such a
state of combination, as to reduce their toxic, and enhance their hygienic effects, such as has been

proved to be the case with Svapnia,

SOLE ^G-ZEItTTS:KIDDER &c LAII^D,
83 John Street, New York.

Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL REVIEW when corresponding with Advertisers.
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HYDROLEINE OR HYDRATED OIL

AS A THERAPEUTIC AGENT

IN WASTING DIS-

EASES.

BY W. H. BENTLEY, M.D, LL.D.,

VALLEY OAK, KY.

In October, 18S0, I road an advertisement of

Hydroleine in some medical journal. The for-

mula being given, I was somewhat favorably im-

pressed, and requested the two pamphlets that

the advertiser. Mr. William F. Kidder, of 83 John

Street, New York, proposed to send: One on
"The Digestion and Assimilation of Fats in the

Human Body," and the other on "The Effects of

Hydrated Oils in Consumption and Wasting Dis-

eases." In due time I received the pamphlets.

They are ably written, and afforded an interesting

study. Their doctrines are so reasonable, that I

got up faith enough to have my druggist order a

sufficient supply to thoroughly test the merits of

the preparation.

I was ready to catch at anything to take the

place of cod-liver oil . In my hands it has proved
an utter and an abominable failure in ninety-five
per cent, of all my cases in which I have pre-
scribed it since I have been engaged in country
practice, and it never benefitted more than forty
per cent, of my city patients.
The inland people, who seldom eat fish, can

rarely digest cod-liver oil. Almost every week I

am consulted by some victim of the codoilmania,
who has swallowed the contents of from one to

twenty-five bottles, and who has been growing
leaner, paler, and weaker all the while, until from
a state of only slight indisposition, these patients
have become mere "living skeletons." Nearly
all complain of rancid eructations, and an un-
bearable fishy taste in their mouths from one dose
to another. They not only fail to digest the cod-

oil, but this failure overloads the digestive oreans
to such an extent that digestion and assimilation
of all food becomes an impossibility, the patient

languishes and pines, and finally dies of liter<d

starvation. In the comparatively small number
with whom I have found cod-liver oil to agree, it

has proved very gratifying in its results. In my
praetice, by far the largest number receiving
benefit from it have been children. Those who
have, previous to their illness been accustomed,
to some extent, to a "fish diet," will he more

likely to digest the oil, and more notably so in

cold climates. Still the innumerable efforts that

have been made in the shape of "
pure CO 1 liver

oil," "palatable cod-liver oil," "cod-liver oil wiili

pepsin." "cod-liver oil with pancreatin," "cod-

Irver oil mnlsinns." etc., and so on. od i»fi»

attest the tact that the
great deside 'atum after all

is to render ci>d. liver oil capable of retention
the stomach, and digestible when it is retain
As hydroleine is

partially digested oil, and
partial digesitnn is brought about by a combina
tion of factors suggested by actual pbysiolo
experiments, these facts commend it to myconfl
deuce, and a trial of the preparation in five

typical cases convinces me that it possesses t

high degree of merit, and I feel that it is a

incumbent upon me to call the attention of my
medical brethren to the subji
The first case in which I prescribed it was that

of a married lady, twenty-eight yean of age, i

blonde, and the mother of tour children, the
eldest nine, and the youngest one year old. From
the birth of this last child she dated her illness,
for she made a tardy convalescence, remaining
unable to walk for a month. Boon after shi

gan to i^row weaker, and soon resume 1 her bed
which she had not left to any extent -inn-. ;,

any tune being able to sit up longer than fifteen

or twenty minutes. During all tins time she was
under charge of a skilful physician! 1 1 •

tried many remedies to check the rapid emaci-

ation; among these were several different brands
of malt extract, cod-liver oil, ami various mix
tures of the oil. None of the oils and their mix-
tures agreed with her. In March, I was called
and prescribed Hydroleine, a bottle of which I

delivered at the time, directing her to commence
with teaspoonful doses, to be gradually incri

to twice the amount. It agreed with' her finely,
and by the time the first bottle was used she wa
greatly improved. She procured and used two
additional bottles, and, at this writing, June loth,
is considered well.

The above case was one of general and persist-

ing emaciation, unaccompanied by any cough or

perceptible thoracic trouble. The ensuing case
was one of diagnosed

TUBERCULAR PHTHISIS.

The patient, a married lady, aged thirty-two,
had been married fourteen years, and was the
mother of six childreu, the youngest two years of

age. Several of her Bisters had died of the above-
mentioned disease. Her medical adviser pre.
scribed cod-liver oil, and she had taken a full

dozen bottles with plenty of whiskey. The oil

had not been digested, although it had been re

tained by the stomach. Her cough had irrown

constantly worse, and she grew rapidly weaker,
week by week. 1 prescribed Hydroleine for her,
and she commenced to take it in April, about the
15th. It agreed with her finely. She rapidly
gained weight and strength; her cough was re-

lieved anil has now nearly ceased. She has

nearly four bottles, and continues to use it, though
apparently we'd.

1 have prescribed it in three other cases, in two
of winch the results have been equally gratify-

ing, but in the other case it produced nausea and

greasy eructations.

From these trials I am led to think quite favor-

ably of the hydrated oil, and I am led to believe
that, although it may not agree with all, it will

iund of great and permanent benefit to a

very iarLr '-

per cent of consumption and other
tins and that -tined, at no

distant day, to very largely supplant the undi-
• 1 oils.

Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL REVIEW when corresponding; with Advertisers.
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# IMPORTANT ADDITIONS TO

McKesson & Robbiiis' Pills i Granules.
McK. & 1\. ACONITIA Crystals (Duquesnel's), 1-200 gr., per 100, 60c.

TLr BCMCl DaUbim and reliable |'i-*j.araliou of Aconltfo, but Vtjrj j^werful, and should br j-r* scribed with caution as regard* amount ,11

frvqut I

M< K. & K. Aloin and Strychnine. {strata, iio5:} • • per 100, 60c.
A tonic laxative granule, prescribed

for chr rhereapainh Uc action it desired.
Ksperlally

useful in the traatmen..

the profession and adding the granules to our list our sales have baa exceedingly large
. numerous lettari and report! from physicians speaking In the highest terms of the results of tbeir admiuitiratiou, *<> i

thanking us for iurod mile to tbeir notice It i; necessary i" specify
" McK, & K.''

Mi K. & R. Aloin, Strychnine and Belladonna, . . per 100, 60c.
The tame formula astlc preceding; with I . r. Ext. Belladonna to each granule.

McK. & R. Atropia and Morphia, No. i. : (figg^
,

;

s
:

.
. per 100, 75c.

McK. & R. Atropia and Morphia, No. 2. {£$£ per 100, $1.00.

McK. ,V R. Cinchonidia and Capstcum. per 100, $1.50.
- , --. o —, -~ I'ulv., 1 1-2 grs. ]

-

M'-R. <S; R. Diuretic. s«3 .... per 100, 60c.
(01 ice., l-16gr. 1 *

McK. & R. Ergotin Purif., i gr. (each pill
= 10 grs. Ergot of Rye), 90c.

"
3grs.(

'• " =30 grs.
" "

), $1.60.

5 grs. 1

•' •' = 50 grs.
- "

), $2.40.
We manufacture our furif. Ergotin with great the Wst quality of fresh, selected Ergot, and it contains in the most potent form

9 pill being equal to halfa teas] nfu

fluid extract. The value. the Fluid Preparai [ed,anditlsbelnglargel;
both I Manj f oui

ert that they have never found a preparation >f

The advantages of prescribing it

for'

AVE . BYPOBBRMII L'SE, IN OSE OUNCB BOTTLES SPECm UcK. i

ACU'1.1. AN EKGdriN AFT] IBMOXA.

McK. & R. Ergotin and Alotn
( SSSS"

3Pnrf

*"f-i S: }

"

• • • per ioo, $1.25.
mmended lor its peristaltic action on the mucous membrane,

McK.&R.Er m and Cannabis Indica, gj;} per 100, $1.25.
the addition of Caunab. I lently preferred, and many physicians, who bave

11 conditions that follow uterini

McK. iN R. Extrai i ( \ Sagrada, 2 grs., .

btlloua affect

McK. & R. Glonoinum (Nitro-Glycerin) 1-100 gr.,
. lies.

(111''..::'.' gr. )

McK. & R. Helonias Compound, 2 grs. /O
( Mlti'heila, rep., 1 [-2 gT». J

McK. & R. Iodoform and Opium. ;i 'If,:}

McK. 6c R. Laxative, Spei ial. I

' '

\.v !"")

•

(
E.ri

| llv., ;ts. i

Lit. Hyoseyami, 1 1 -4 .

/Aloes Socotfln, pnlv., Bgr. }

6-12 gr.

,] 111 .

, U, 1-1S gr. J

Mi K. & R. Mercury Protoiodide, i-8, 1-5, 1-4, 1-3 and 1-2 gr., per 100, 40c
Tbe 1 ide In our own laboratory, and ti guaranteed to be reuabli Our immense demand

It'eba we have received many lnqulrii

d pills of lor. tare.

Mi K. c\ K. Morphine, Sulphate, 1-20, 1-16, 1-10, 1-8, 1-6, and 1-4 gr.
i the litt of reliable gnu

McK. & R. Nitro-Glyi erin. (See Glonoinum.)
McK. & R. Peti [ Crudi '

per 100, 60c.

Our] *" 1| "' r.'Mo.iv ,

McK. & R. P ixin, 1-80.gr., . ..i . . . . per 100, 60c.

Apr nentphj that 1 with Pin nlghl weatlng In Fhthlsls and.

perii.r to any attained by the use of the mlnei ladonna and ergot, singly or combined He
I

, which, the etruslo

i- tratlon was so extreme that a latent, incIpl«ot phtl
thi greater portion of tbe tweuty-fonr hours, and this being U» only discoverable

rotoxme. It was promptly checked, and convalesce™ t In immediately [ nave en

i torn ho '

logivi a pill contal »al bed!
,
which dose may le

during tbe day in •' . M< Kewjn A Kobblns, of New York.hnve

McK. & K. Quinine and Capsicum, No. i. :;
;

per 100, $1.50.

McK. & K. Quinine and Capsh um, No. 2. ;','
:

| per 100, $2.50.

• Send for Seventh Edition of our Formula Book. I

Specify McK. >N R., to r nd nonsequei I appr intment. Request the

druggists to sto< k Mi K. & R.'s.

per
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Always Order the Best of American

PLANTEN'S CAPSULES jg
Known as Reliable 50

j

FOR
'General Excellence in Manufacture.'

H, PLANTEN & SON, 224 William St. . N.Y.

Soft and Hard Capsules Filled.

t^LsW ^Sk ^^ (Order by Xumberordy.)-.
Pi- \ mkm ^rs Boxes 100 each. *L

cn

Suitable to administer Quinine and other nauseous medicine,

without taste or smell. lOO by mail, SO cei:

SUPPOSITORY AND YAGINAL CAPSULES

VARIOUS SIZES

HORSE CAPSULES and for MECHANICAL PURPOSES-

H. B.—We make all kinds of Capsules to order.

New Articles, and Capsuling of Private Formula a Specialty.

SPECIFY PL^.1TTE1T'S.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. SAMPLES FREE

The Nation,
Since its consolidation with iheNew Fork Even-

ing Post, it has Increased its facilities in every
department, enlarged its size to twenty-four
pages, and added man] able writers to its pre
vious list It is now pronounced by many of

its readers to be better than ever before.

Established in 18<J5, the Nation was a pioneer
in this country as a weekly journal of literary
and political criticism of the highest order, con-

ducted free from the control of party or inter,

of any sort. Despite a precarious rapport dur-

ing the first few years, it has held to its original
aim, and 1 an long been a reoognized authority
at home : nd abroad. Its editorial management
has been unchanged from the first, and its pro-

jectors intend that with present facilities, the

Nation shall become more than ever before the

lium of the ablest thought of the time.

The form and style of the paper are cho?erj

with a view to the most suitable shape for hind

ing, and a set of the Nation preserved, hound,
and indexed, makes the i;

able record of current events of importance i:i

tho political and literary world available for the

American public. The subscription price
been

]
Reduced to $3 pe.- Annum. [

Specimen copies sent on request . Address the

Publisher, 210 Broadway, New York.

Please mention Chicago .Medical Review when

answering this advertisement.

THE JOURNAL
OF

Nervous and Mental Diseases

EDITED BY

W. J. MORTON. M. D„
KS"W -STOZ&3C

te editors:

W. A. HAMMOND, M. I> ,1 rk,

MEREDITH CLYMER, M. D., New York,

J. D. JEWELL, M. 1). G

»^ . , i „„,1 ^(WtintrthenroTe-s of knowledge in r< s system throughout the world. EachA Quarterly journal^ nf™/S m . l[t , r
,
m:lkfn>: , volume lor the year. Subscriptions are solicited.

^e^iTDSTa^in
f
ad^SeT5S letter, and communications should be addressed to

-\7vT. T. 2^COP^T,

02ST. 2vT. ID.

No. 15 E. 45ht Street, New York.

Please mention THECHiCAGOMEDICJiL REVIEW when corresponding with Advertisers.
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DR. MclNTOSH'S
Natural Uterine Supporter.

Nd instrument has ever been placed l>cfore

th< medical profession which has given such uni-

versal satisfaction. The combination is such that
tin- Physi< tan is able t<> meet every indication of
Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Antever-

; rsion and Flexions are overcome by this instrument, where others fail; this is proven by the
fact that since its introduction to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments
combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-adjusting qualities.
The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in haste to remove or readjust it

often the case with rings and various pessaries held in position by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the

patient can remove it at will and replace it without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle around the hips,
with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine support is a cup and stem made of

highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to tit the neck of the womb, with openings for

the secretions to pass out; as shown by the cuts. Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and
versions of the womb.

The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tubes, which are tastened to the front of the
belt by simpie loops, pass down through the i-tem of the cup and up to the back of ...e belt. These soft rubber tubes
belnp elastic adapt themselves to all the varying positions of thebodvand ^eriorrn the service ol the ligaments of the
womb

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her at will, can be worn at all

times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and is lighler than metal. It will answer for all
cases of Anteversion. Retroversion, or any Flexions of the Womb, and is used by the leading Physicians with never t'sil-

ing success even in the most dificult eases

Our Redaced Prices are to Physicians, $6.00; to Patients, $10.00.
Instruments sent by mail, atour risk, on receipt of price, or by Express, C. O. D., with the Express eharges for re-

turning the money added.
JS^CAUTION.—Owing to the great sale and popularity of our instrument various and base Imitatious are sold by

unscrupulous parties. In order to get the genuine, Itis best to order direct from us,

dr. Mcintosh natural uterine supporter oo., 192 jaceson st., Chicago, ill.
Our valuable pamph!et"Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb,' 1 will be sent you free on appli-

cation.

Mcintosh combined

Galvanic and Faradic Battery.

This Celebrated Battery Combines both the Galvanic and
Faradic Current,

Which can be used separately or combined. Any strength
and intensity desired can be obtained for use in Electro-thera-

peutics. This Battery is constructed on an improved plan,
as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples,
securely clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws.
These screws are also used for binding posts. All the connec-
tions are positive. The cells are made in sections of six, of
hard rubber, with hard rubber drip cup. The following points

g^s*-'
of excellence render our Batteries superior to others:

They combine the only Portable Galvanic and Faradic Battery in one case.

They weigh one-half less than other Batteries of the same number of cells.

The cells are made in sections of six of one solid piece ot hard, vulcanized rubber,—by this ar-

rangement they can be emptied, cleaned and filled as easily and quickly as one cell, and will not
crack, break or leak.

A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section of cells to receive the zinc and
c arbon plates when removed from them. By this arrangement we avoid the use of absorbent ma-
terials and

soiling the Battery.
The Hydrostat is perfect. The rubber plates which hold the elements project over on one side

enough to cover the cells when the zinc and carbon plates are placed in the drip cups. The under
side of this projection is covered with .hick soft rubber, which is securely clamped to the cells sec
Dons, and makes them water tight.

This is the only Battery that the zinc and carbon plates can be kept clean by simply rinsing them.A zinc or carbon plate can be removed by simply loosening a binding post; and all parts of the

Battery can be duplicated, as like parts are made exactly alike. We will be pleased to send circu
lars and our illustrated catalogue giving full information, price, &c, free upon application.

Mcintosh Galvanic Belt and Battery Co.,
Nos. 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicago, III.
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MAM KA' ITKEKS OF

ANTISEPTIC MATERIALS, &C,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

ANTISEPTH' (JAUZB.
ANTI8KPTIC GAUZE BANDAGES.
BALIOYLIC, BORACIC or CARBOLIC Al ONS
CATGUT LIGATIKK
CZEBNY'S CARBOLIZED SILK LIGATURE.
NEUBER'S DECALCIFIED BONK DRAINAGE Tl
JUTE, CARBOLIZED or SALICYLIC.

M [NTOSH CLOTH. PROT SILK und GUTTA I'ER-
CHA TISSUE.

PLASTER PARI8 BANDAG
[8EPTK SPONGES, MI.VEK WIRE, STYPTIC

COTTON. BOX I. INT.
ABSOB] \. 1;<>LLER BANDAGE.

The manufacture of Antiseptic Materiais has been our study for the last three years. We use none but the best

goods, and put them np iu handy packages ready for immediate use. The fact that the Surgeons of our late Presiden

Garfield had our goods ordered for his case throughout, ss they said on account of their superiority, can be proven

by several letters of thanks to us from Dr. D. W. Bliss, and Stanley I. Brown. Private Bectetary. Our manufactures

can he had now generally by first class Instrument Houses and Drug Stores in the United States and Canada.

FOIR S.A.X. . _u_.

Wishing to change my location, I will sell a

good paying Practice. Office Furniture, &c, at

a very small price. For further particulars
Address, P. O. Box 73.

Stauberrv.'Mo.

Esterbrook's Steel Pens

For Sale by All Stationers.

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works. Camden. N. .T. 2C John St., New York.

CLTJB IR^TIES.
(MEDICAL REVIEW. $2.<MK and)

ARCHIVES OE HEDICIXE. (§3.0©) per year, $4.00.

MEDICAL REVIEW (ffc.OO), and
THE DRUGGIST (fl.OO), per year. $2.50.

Dr. Mcintosh's Electric or Galvanic Belt.
Wbi a l 9 seen and tested by the medical profession,
no words are needed from ns in Its favor, for it combines utility with sim.
plicity in such perfect; Incing proof of its great
. valui - a perfect Galvanic < omposcd of sixteen ><-\\p,

placed in pockets on a belt . Each cell in made of hatd vulcanized rubber,
lined with copper, which constltu egatlveplate. Th>- rubber coating
perfei Bitive plates are of zinc, wrapped in a
poro\ir in iterial to absorb tb>- exciting fluid, preventing contact with the cop-

per, and permitting the current to pass irom the copper to the zinc. The cells are charged without wetting the belt,
and the discomfor'/following to the patient. p
The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superiorto all others for the follow A current selector is so arranged

that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is not anything irritating about the Belt, as is the case with all

other contrivances where the metal used is wet wiih weak acids and placed next to tin- skin. The elect .-« cov-
ered similar to ordinary battery electrodes, and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement
a current from the Belt can be applied to any part oi the body. Physicians who have ns<-''. this belt in their practice
do not hesitate to recommend it to the profession.
Our pamphlet on Medical Electricitv, containing a full descript! Be t, an -. with miinri«-rof treat-

ment, si-Hi free on application. Address. Mcintosh Galvanic Belt & Battery Co.. 192& 194 Jackson Street. Chicago.

Please mention THE CHICAGO MEDICAL REVIEW when corresponding with Advertisers.
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Horsford's Acid Phosphate

IMPOTENCE,
Seminal Losses,

Impaired Vitality,

Spermatorrhcea.

We wish to call the attention of the profession to the action of Horsford's Acid

Phosphate on the organs of Generation, when their power has become impaired through
sexual excess, or from senile impotence. It is at once rejuvenating and aphrodisiac in

its effect. It appears to restore secretory organs that have been deranged, to their

normal condition, giving vigor where there has been debility, and renewed strength
where there has been exhaustion.

H. B, STORER, M. D., Boston, says: "I have found Horsford's Acid Phosphate
serviceable, in a marked degree, in my treatment of spermatorrhoea.

"

E. W. JONES, M. D. Taunton, Mass., says:
" Horsford's Acid Phosphate was

prescribed in a case of nervous prostration from seminal losses, with decided beneficial

effect."

C. S. ELLIS, M. D. Wabash, Ind., says:
"

I prescribed Horsford's Acid Phosphate
in a case of nervous debility aad weakness of the sexual organs; patient 48 years old; he

much benefited."

R. W. ERWIN, M. D. Bay City Michigan, says.
" In some cases of weakness fol-

owing sexual indiscretions attended with nervousness, it is useful."

Each case presents its own peculiarities for treatment, but as a general rule we

would suggest a half teaspoonful of Horsford's Acid Phosphate in half a tumbler of

hot <>r cold water, or tea without milk, to be taken shortly after each meal, and upon

retiring.

Pamphlet giving further details mailed free on application tothe manufacturers.

Physicians who have not had a bottle of the Horsford's Acid Phosphate, and who
wish to test it, will be furnished with a sample without expense, except express

charges.

Rumford Chemical Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. r.


